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MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
VOLUNTEER MONITOR CERTIFICATION PROGRAM OVERVIEW
The Minnesota Land Trust relies on a network of dedicated volunteers to help monitor
the growing portfolio of lands over which it holds conservation easements. Monitoring is one of
the most important ways for the Land Trust to ensure that landowners continue to understand and
comply with the terms of their easements.
In order to ensure that all volunteer monitors are adequately trained and are comfortable
with their monitoring responsibilities, the Minnesota Land Trust has instituted a Volunteer
Monitor Certification Program. All volunteer monitors must be certified.
To successfully complete this program, volunteers are asked to:
•
•
•
•

Complete an application.
Read and understand training materials.
Attend a monitor training session.
Monitor their first property with a Minnesota Land Trust staff member or an
experienced volunteer.

When a volunteer has attended a monitor training session and completed a supervised
monitoring visit, they will be added to the Minnesota Land Trust list of certified volunteers and
will be able to monitor protected properties on their own. Specific monitoring assignments are
made annually in the spring.
To keep their certification current, the Land Trust asks experienced volunteer monitors to
attend a monitor training session each year. Annual trainings keep volunteers up to date with
Land Trust policies, programs, and procedures. These training sessions also provide an
opportunity to keep in touch with other volunteers. The Land Trust will require all monitors who
do not attend training review the training materials and take a competency test to show their
knowledge of Land Trust policies and monitoring procedures. Monitors who have not attended
at least one training session over a three-year period will no longer be certified to monitor.
Monitoring training sessions will be held in each region during the spring. The Land
Trust will schedule training sessions that aim to meet the needs and interests of both new and
experienced volunteers.

April 2015

MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
VOLUNTEER MONITOR POSITION DESCRIPTION

Volunteer monitors serve as the “eyes and ears” for the Minnesota Land Trust in the
field. As a volunteer monitor, you will be part of a collaborative effort involving
landowners, the Land Trust staff and other volunteers to ensure voluntary compliance of
conservation easement terms on protected properties across the state. Volunteer monitors
have several important responsibilities, including:
•
•
•
•
•

Completing thorough, on-the-ground inspections of protected properties and
documenting any changes on the landscape with photos and written comments.
Cultivating positive relationships with landowners and responding, to the best of
your ability, to any questions or concerns landowners may have about their
easement or the Minnesota Land Trust.
Helping to keep monitoring records and conservation easement files updated.
Discussing your observations with the Minnesota Land Trust staff.
Having fun!

Volunteer monitors should be:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Willing to monitor 2-3 protected properties a year for at least two to three years.
Willing and able to travel to protected properties (must have valid driver’s license
if driving).
Physically able and willing to walk around and inspect properties, possibly
through brush, wetlands and other difficult terrain.
Able to complete the Minnesota Land Trust Monitor Certification Program.
Familiar with the Minnesota Land Trust, its mission and purpose, monitoring
procedures, and conservation easements.
Able to maintain the confidentiality of landowners’ private plans and intentions
regarding their land.
Personable—able to work and communicate well with Land Trust staff,
landowners and other volunteers.
Detail-oriented with good record keeping skills.
Reliable.
At least 18 years old.

April 2008

MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
MENTOR POSITION DESCRIPTION
A major component of the Minnesota Land Trust Monitor Certification Program is the field
experience provided by a staff member or experienced volunteer. The Land Trust depends on these
“mentors” to show new volunteer monitors the ropes of monitoring first-hand. After one or two
supervised site visits, new volunteers are certified to monitor on their own.
Mentors should be:
 Experienced monitors who have been certified for at least five years
 Willing to visit at least one of their assigned protected properties before July 31
 Able to share their knowledge of the Minnesota Land Trust, its mission and purpose,
monitoring procedures, and conservation easements
If you are interested in becoming a mentor, please contact Kristina Geiger at (651) 917-6295 or
kgeiger@mnland.org prior to spring training.
As a mentor, you will receive your assigned protected properties in the spring as usual. At the same
time, staff will assign each new volunteer a mentor. It is the responsibility of the new volunteer to
initiate contact with his or her mentor to schedule the joint monitoring visit. Once you have been
contacted by your mentee, you should:
1. Choose one (or more) of your assigned protected properties to visit along with your mentee.
Appropriate properties will vary, but it is helpful to choose properties that:
 Are conveniently monitored before July 31
 Are relatively close to the mentor or new volunteer’s home
 Have a landowner available to meet with you
 Are less complex to monitor
2. Work with the new volunteer and landowner to schedule the joint monitoring visit. If scheduling
the visit is challenging, contact the Land Trust for assistance.
3. Complete the joint monitoring visit. Remember to share your hard-earned knowledge!
4. Document the joint monitoring visit and complete the monitoring report form together. Write the
names of all monitors – both mentor(s) and mentee(s) – in the area labeled “Monitor(s).” Have
all monitors sign the form.
5. Complete the annual Mentor Survey distributed after your visit with your mentee. Over time,
your collective responses will help the Land Trust ensure that every property receives a quality
monitoring visit every year and that those interested in volunteering for the Land Trust find
opportunities that match their skills and interests.
January 2015

MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
VOLUNTEER APPLICATION
Contact Information
Full Legal Name:*_____________________________________ Birthday:*________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home __________________Cell ____________________Work ___________________
E-mail: _______________________________________________________________________
*Due to the sensitive nature of the Land Trust’s legal obligations and work in the community, your name
and birthday will be used to complete a criminal background check.

Emergency contact information
Emergency contact name: ________________________________________________________
Relationship: __________________________________________________________________
Phone: Home __________________Cell ____________________Work ___________________
E-mail: _______________________________________________________________________
Health issues we should be aware of in case of emergency (e.g., allergies, physical limitations):
______________________________________________________________________________
Purpose
Why are you interested in volunteering for the Minnesota Land Trust?

What skills do you have that you would gladly share with the Minnesota Land Trust? Be creative!

What personal goals do you hope volunteering will help you achieve?

Use reverse side if needed

In which type(s) of volunteer activities are you interested? (Rank the following in order of
preference. “1” means most preferred, “X” means not interested.)
____ Monitoring protected properties

____ Creating maps or using GPS units

____ Organizing special events

____ Office work such as filing or data entry

____ Taking photographs

____ Assisting with information technology

____Other (please specify): _______________________________________________________

Experience
Please tell us a little about your experiences with the above activities. Feel free to attach a resume.

Availability
When would you be available to volunteer?
____Days

Note any specific time of day or day(s) of the week or season(s):

____Evenings

___________________________________________________

____Weekends
Where are you willing to travel?
____ I would like to stay within 50 miles of my home address.
____ I have a special place in Minnesota I like to visit, please send me to: __________________
_________________________________________________________________________
____ I only want to work in the St. Paul / Duluth office (circle one).
____ Other (please specify): ______________________________________________________
For how long are you able to volunteer? Give us a rough guess.
____ 6 months

___ 1 year

___ 2-5 years
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___ 5-10 years
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Section 1
Monitoring: What is it? Why is it Important? How does the Minnesota Land Trust
monitor its Conservation Easements?

Definition
Monitoring is the regular inspection and documentation of the condition of a property
protected with a conservation easement. It is usually done in person by walking the protected
property, but in some cases monitoring can be accomplished through viewing the property by
car, by boat or by an aerial flyover. However, only personal visits meet some of the purposes
outlined below. Monitoring visits are documented in writing and with appropriate
photographs.
Purpose
Monitoring protected property is one component of the Minnesota Land Trust’s stewardship
program. Our goal is to achieve 100% monitoring annually. The primary objective of our
stewardship program is to work in partnership with landowners—and the local communities
in which our protected lands are located—to preserve the conservation values of those lands
protected by conservation easements. Ensuring compliance with the terms of each easement
is critical to meeting this objective. Our program is most successful if compliance is
voluntary.
Along with interpreting easement terms and reviewing requested approvals, inspecting
protected properties regularly and nurturing cooperative landowner relations are essential
components of our stewardship program. The Land Trust must also make sure that it is
meeting its legal obligations. The monitoring visit, therefore, serves a number of important
functions:
1. Satisfy the Minnesota Land Trust’s legal obligations.
As a holder of conservation easements, the Minnesota Land Trust accepts a
number of legal responsibilities:
• With each conservation easement comes the legal right—and responsibility—of
ensuring that the conservation values of that property are protected according to
the terms outlined in the easement in perpetuity. Failure to exercise these rights
and responsibilities conscientiously may jeopardize the validity and enforceability
of the easement.
• Failure to maintain a program that consistently inspects properties protected with
conservation easements may jeopardize the use of conservation easements as an
effective protection tool.
• In order for the Land Trust to maintain its legal capability to hold easements, the
organization must monitor the protected lands and enforce the easement terms.
IRS regulations require that an organization must “have a commitment to protect
the conservation purposes of the donation”—Treas. Reg. 1.170-A-14(c)(1).
Regular monitoring of protected properties is one way that the Land Trust
demonstrates this commitment.
2

2. Maintain a positive working relationship with the landowner.
Protecting land in perpetuity through a conservation easement requires strong
cooperation between a landowner and the Minnesota Land Trust. A personal visit
with a landowner:
• Provides an important opportunity to continue building a rapport with the
landowner.
• Offers the landowner a chance to ask questions or raise concerns about the
easement or the Minnesota Land Trust. Easements are complicated documents
and are often misunderstood. The monitoring visit is an opportunity to make sure
the landowner and the Land Trust are on the same page.
• Gives the landowner an opportunity to discuss future plans and goals as they relate
to the property and the easement. Through dialogue, it is possible to iron out the
inevitable bumps and potential problems related to the easement that may arise,
and to reduce the possibility of a future violation.
3. Build relationships with new landowners in the event that property has been
transferred.
Not all new landowners are aware of the precise terms of the conservation easement
covering their property. Nor do they necessarily understand what the Land Trust
does. A personal visit:
• Provides an educational opportunity to introduce the landowner to the Minnesota
Land Trust and to review the conservation easement terms and the monitoring
process with the new owner. (Note: A volunteer who discovers a "new"
landowner should relay this information to Land Trust staff. The staff will arrange
for another visit to go over the easement with the landowner in detail.)
• Provides an opportunity to discuss the landowner’s future plans and goals as they
relate to the property and to the easement.
4. Discover any possible violations of the easement.
The essence of any monitoring program is to make sure the landowner is complying
with the easement. Through monitoring, the Land Trust can:
• Detect potential problems early before they become violations.
• Assess current uses against existing legal restrictions in the easement.
(Note: Volunteer monitors should make sure that they refer any suspected problems
to Land Trust staff immediately.)
5. Provide accurate, written documentation of the condition of the protected
property over time.
Conservation easements are perpetual. Memories fade over time. Property
conditions will change over time. The condition of the protected property is
accurately documented through written records following each monitoring visit. This
documentation:
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• Demonstrates the Minnesota Land Trust’s commitment and competency as a
responsible conservation easement holder.
• Provides a running record of the property’s condition and use.
• Allows those who come later to understand the history of a protected property.
• Becomes extremely important in the event of a violation and court action.
The Minnesota Land Trust’s Monitoring Program
The Minnesota Land Trust takes its monitoring obligations and program seriously. The
following briefly outlines the Land Trust’s monitoring program:
• Partnership with landowners: The Minnesota Land Trust recognizes that it cannot
be successful without working in cooperation with the many landowners
dedicated to protecting their lands through conservation easements. The Land
Trust respects the commitment made by these landowners and is dedicated to
working with them in a respectful and professional manner.
• Monitoring plans: The Land Trust will create a monitoring plan for each property
over which it holds a conservation easement. These plans will be based on the
terms of the conservation easement itself and on the baseline property report
created to document the condition of the property at the time the easement was
completed. The monitoring plan will suggest how and when the property should
be monitored and will identify those areas of particular concern or those that
require special attention. Monitoring plans will often be accompanied by a
monitoring map to aid in walking the property. Please see Appendix B for more
information on monitoring plans.
• Monitoring workbook: A monitoring workbook will be maintained for each
protected property. Unlike a baseline property report, which is intended to
capture a “moment in time,” the monitoring workbook will be a dynamic tool that
tracks changes in the condition and ownership of the property. Monitoring
workbooks will be maintained by the regional conservation directors and kept in
each regional office. The monitoring workbook will include a summary of
monitoring procedures and the following:









Directions to property.
Current ownership and contact information.
Monitoring plan and monitoring map.
Copies of past monitoring reports.
Copy of the baseline property report.
Copy of the conservation easement or a summary of its terms.
Copies of any approvals or amendments.
Other information needed to successfully monitor the property.

The monitoring workbook is designed to assist a monitor in the field. Therefore,
originals of the materials in the monitoring workbook are kept in the St. Paul
office with copies only in the workbook.
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• Timing: The Minnesota Land Trust’s goal is to monitor each property over which
it holds an easement annually. Circumstances preventing an annual monitoring
visit will be documented. Some properties may require more frequent monitoring
(such as land with public access or properties where there has been a concern with
past compliance) or a visit following an authorized activity (such as construction
of a building).
A monitoring visit can take place anytime between May and October. Check the
monitoring plan of each property for details as to the timing of the monitoring
visit. For example, some properties are used for seasonal hunting and it may be
best to visit those properties during the summer months. (Note: It may also be
important to visit in the summer if the owner is a seasonal resident.)
• Personal visits: Although many properties can be monitored from a distance, the
Minnesota Land Trust encourages annual personal visits with landowners to help
maintain positive connections between the Land Trust and each landowner.
• Monitors: The Land Trust uses both staff and volunteers to monitor protected
properties. All volunteers will be asked to complete a certification program. The
Land Trust recognizes the commitment made by its volunteer monitors and will
treat volunteers in the same professional manner that it treats paid staff.
• Assignments: The monitoring program manager will make the monitoring
assignments. Continuity is important, so the Land Trust will attempt to assign
one monitor to visit the same property for several years, if appropriate. At least
once every five years, however, a staff member will visit each property.
• Confidentiality: Minnesota Land Trust staff and volunteers will keep any
sensitive information learned about a landowner or a land transaction during the
course of a monitoring visit in confidence. This includes any information
regarding a potential violation.
• Safety: First and foremost, the Minnesota Land Trust is concerned about the
safety of its staff, volunteers and landowners. All aspects of monitoring should be
viewed with this in mind.

5

Section 2
Monitoring Procedure: Visiting the Property

It is very important that the monitoring visit is a positive experience for both the landowner
and the monitor. Monitors should never put themselves (or landowners) in an unsafe or
uncomfortable position. The monitor's job is to complete the monitoring to the best of his or
her ability. The Land Trust staff will deal with any problems at a later time.
The following outlines the procedures for monitors who are visiting property protected by a
conservation easement held by the Minnesota Land Trust.
1. Review materials on the protected property.
The monitoring workbook for each property has been designed to contain all the
information about the property necessary for a monitor to conduct a successful
monitoring visit. See the discussion on monitoring workbooks above.
The Land Trust maintains and keeps the monitoring workbooks. Monitoring workbooks
are sent to monitors at the beginning of the monitoring season for review before the
monitoring visit takes place.
The Land Trust also keeps electronic versions of monitoring workbook documents in the
land projects database, ConservationTrack. Monitors will have limited access to this
database to review information about the property. For more information about
ConservationTrack, see Appendix D: Using ConservationTrack to monitor.
2. Contact the landowner and schedule a visit.
Monitoring visits typically take place sometime between April and October, preferably
when there is no snow on the ground. All routine annual monitoring visits should be
completed by October 31 each year. However, it assists staff if monitoring visits are
completed earlier in the season.
a. Monitors should call a landowner two to three weeks before the desired monitoring
date to schedule a visit. If possible, the visit should be scheduled at a time convenient
for the landowner to accompany the monitor. A follow-up call closer to the time of
the visit is also recommended.
If a volunteer is unable to reach a landowner, the monitor should notify Land Trust
staff. Staff will decide when and how to conduct the monitoring visit.
b. The landowner should be invited and encouraged to accompany the monitor on the
monitoring visit whenever possible. Landowners physically or otherwise unable to
accompany a monitor are encouraged to have someone else accompany the Land
Trust representative on the monitoring visit.
c. Monitors should be sure to get the following information from the landowner:
6

•
•
•
•

Current contact information, ownership status and any plans to transfer or sell the
land.
Present uses of the property and any adjacent land uses that may be of concern.
Any changes that have occurred to the land or buildings, either natural or humanmade.
Any questions or concerns that the landowner may have about their conservation
easement or the Minnesota Land Trust.

3. The monitoring visit.
Each monitoring visit is different, but the following guidelines generally apply:
a. Time: Although the amount of time needed to monitor varies greatly depending upon
the size of the property and the complexity of the easement, a monitor should
generally plan for at least two hours at the site. If the landowner is not accompanying
the monitor, additional time should be spent with the landowner before or after
walking the property.
b. Materials to bring on the visit:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Monitoring workbook with the paper monitoring form on which to take notes
during the visit.
The monitoring map of the property for noting photo points, areas of concern, etc.
Pen/paper/clipboard.
Field measuring tape and compass.
Camera.
Bug spray and water.
First aid kit.
Monitoring “buddy.” (Particularly if you feel uncomfortable monitoring the
property alone or would like to have another set of eyes.)
Cell phone.
GPS unit (if available).
Minnesota Land Trust hat (if you have one) or Minnesota Land Trust business
card.

c. Talk with the landowner: The monitoring report form sets out the needed information.
In general, monitors should:
•
•
•

Invite questions and listen.
If appropriate, find out about any land management concerns or questions the
landowner may have. Volunteers should refer these questions to Land Trust staff.
Give a ‘new’ landowner—or any landowner who requests it—information about
the Minnesota Land Trust and conservation easements in general. Contact the St.
Paul office or the conservation stewardship director with information about a new
landowner. Land Trust staff will set up a meeting to discuss the conservation
easement with the new landowner.
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d. Walk the property: Monitors should follow the monitoring plan if one has been
prepared. If not, monitors should:
•
•
•
•
•
•
e.

Check the boundaries—walk around the property if possible.
Do a general inspection of the property’s interior.
Visit any areas of special concern mentioned in previous monitoring reports.
Visit any areas with special conservation features (such as rare plants, shorelines,
wetlands, etc…).
Check any areas where special conservation easement restrictions or reserved
rights apply.
Check for any new building or construction.

Photograph changes: The purpose of taking photos of a protected property is to
document any changes on the property over time. Keeping an up-to-date, accurate
record of the condition of protected properties is especially critical if the Land Trust
is ever required to defend an easement in court. Photographs can be particularly
helpful in supplementing information contained in a monitoring report.
Monitors should photograph and measure (if appropriate) any significant changes on
the property or any conditions that will help describe the property or help interpret a
monitoring report. During a monitoring visit, only take photos of changes in the land
or of activities that have to do with documenting possible violations or the condition
of the property.
Take photos of:
• Any alterations to the land from natural causes such as fire, wind, flood, or
erosion.
• Other alterations or changes to the land, such as ATV ruts or new boundary
markers.
• Changes to shorelines.
• Any altered buildings, such as new or remodeled buildings or newly collapsed
structures.
• Progress or status of specific management activities (such as prairie restoration).
Don’t take photos of:
• General photos of the land, unless there have been changes as above.
• People (as the main subject). However, including people in a photograph can be
important to demonstrate scale.
• Pets (as the main subject).
• Other entities or scenarios unrelated to documenting easement compliance.

f.

Report problems: Volunteers should call the Land Trust office immediately if there
are any concerns or questions about the property or the landowner. A monitor should
NOT confront a landowner about a concern, although it is appropriate to ask for
information or clarification.
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4. Complete the documentation.
The online monitoring report form and any other documentation of the monitoring visit
(uploading photographs, monitoring maps, and/or relevant correspondence with the
landowner) should be completed as soon as possible after the visit is completed.
a. Complete the online monitoring repot form. When filling out the form, monitors
should:
•
•
•
•

Make sure the online monitoring report is filled out completely.
Select the appropriate check boxes if you uploaded additional documentation.
Be sure to note any possible violations or areas of concern on the top of the form.
Click to sign the completed online monitoring form.

The online monitoring report will automatically be received by Land Trust staff once
submitted. The Land Trust does not typically provide the landowner with a copy of
the report, but it does send the landowner a follow-up letter.
b. Processing photographs: It is important for Land Trust staff to understand the
subject, location, and direction of view of photos. For sample monitoring map and
photographs, see Appendix C.
Create a photograph location map:
• Select an Exhibit or Property Map (black and white) or Aerial Map (color) from
the monitoring workbook
• Number the photographs
• Indicate where they were taken on the map using the photograph number
• Indicate the direction of view on the map using an arrow
• Do this while on the property and, if necessary, re-draw the locations later
Describe the photos:
Prior to sending photos to the Land Trust, write a description of the subject of the
photo and the direction of view, to include with the photos (in whatever format you
send them). Also include the photographer’s name and the date the photos were
taken. See below for instructions about where to include photo information.
How to send photos to the Land Trust:
Depending on technology capabilities, photographs may be sent to the Land Trust in
different ways:
•

Preference 1: Upload to the ConservationTrack database (see Appendix D for
instructions); enter in photo information when you upload them to the database.

•

Preference 2: Photos inserted into a Word document and printed then mailed or
saved electronically and emailed; note photo information below the photos in the
Word document.
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•

Preference 3: Digital individual photos attached to an email; note photo
information in the email.

•

Preference 4: Printed individual photos mailed; note photo information in a
photo key included with the photos.

d. Monitoring maps: The monitoring report asks monitors to describe where they have
observed the property. Often, this is more easily communicated by drawing on a map
and submitting it with the monitoring report form.
In addition, if there are changes (positive or negative) or photograph locations to
document, drawing on a map can assist with this. Select an Exhibit or Property Map
(black and white) or an Aerial Map (color) from the monitoring workbook to use for
this purpose. For a sample monitoring map, see Appendix C.
Scan and upload the monitoring map to ConservationTrack or return it to the St. Paul
office in the front pocket of the monitoring workbook.
c. Correspondence with landowner: If the landowner has communicated via email, it
may be helpful to have electronic or paper copies of that communication. If the
conversation can be summarized in the monitoring report form, there is no need to
submit copies.
5. Return the monitoring workbook.
Monitoring workbooks and any other materials should be returned to the regional
conservation director or the Land Trust office in St. Paul as soon as possible after the
monitoring visit. The Land Trust will include an addressed envelope for this purpose.
6. Reimbursement.
Monitors are entitled to be reimbursed for postage, mileage (IRS rate), or any other
expenses incurred in completing a monitoring visit for the Minnesota Land Trust. An
expense reimbursement form for this purpose is included with each monitoring
workbook.
When monitors are able to cover these expenses themselves, the Land Trust will
gratefully acknowledge this contribution in our publications. (Note: Monitors may also
able to deduct these out of pocket expense as a charitable contribution for federal income
tax purposes. The value of a monitor's time, however, is not deductible.)
7. Post-monitoring follow-up.
After a site visit there are a few additional details:
a. Landowner thank you: The monitor—volunteer or staff—should send the landowner a
brief, handwritten thank you after the visit. The results of the visit should NOT be
addressed.
10

b. Formal documentation: Land Trust staff in the St. Paul office will provide a formal
letter to the landowner documenting the visit.
c. Problems/requests for information: Land Trust staff will follow-up on any suspected
problems or requests for information.
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Section 3
Violations: When Things Go Wrong
What constitutes a violation?
Technically, a conservation easement violation involves the use or development of the
protected property contrary to the terms of the easement. The Minnesota Land Trust views
all potential violations seriously and is prepared to enforce its easements if necessary.
It is often difficult to determine if a violation has occurred. Situations can be ambiguous, and
sometimes the easement does not clearly address undesirable activities. The cause of the
problem could be from a number of different possibilities. Therefore, it is important for
monitors – particularly volunteers – not to confront or accuse the landowner of any
wrongdoing at the time of the visit.
If a monitor does encounter a possible violation:
1. Listen to the landowner.
If the landowner is present, you may ask about the problem. For example, you
may say: “What happened here?” or, “What caused this to occur?” Answers will
certainly vary. The landowner may identify the cause, offer an explanation, or ask
for assistance with the problem. Write down what was said, either at the time of the
conversation or immediately after the monitoring visit has been completed.
2. Determine the cause, if possible.
Identify possible causes of the problem:
•
•
•
•

Force of nature such as wind damage, erosion by wind or water, fire or insects.
The landowner.
Third party violation: Violations may be caused by neighbors or an unknown
source.
Other.

3. If possible, determine the landowner’s proposed course of action or repair.
A landowner may already be working to correct a situation. For example, the
landowner may be planning to clean up from a wind storm, work with the DNR to
deal with an erosion problem, or ask the neighbors to stop dumping garbage on the
protected land. Report whatever the landowner might be considering in as much
detail as possible.
4. Document the damage.
Take as many photographs as needed to identify the problem and mark locations on a
map. Be sure to record observations of potential problems on the monitoring
report form.
5. Stay on good terms with the landowner.
It is important for all monitors to remain on good terms with the landowner at the
time of the monitoring visit. Volunteers should not deal with the specific details of
12

any violation or possible violation of an easement. Violations are often complicated
and sensitive matters and will require additional consultations with staff. If, at any
time, the landowner appears uncomfortable or defensive, do not press the subject.
Continue the monitoring visit or leave.
It is NOT a volunteer's job to do any of the following:
• Interpret the conservation easement for the landowner. Direct any questions the
landowner may have about the easement to Land Trust staff.
• Approve or disapprove of any future plans the landowner may wish to discuss.
• Accuse the landowner of violating the terms of the easement. Land Trust staff is
responsible for making a determination of whether or not the landowner is
complying with the terms of the easement.
• Carry out any kind of mediation or enforcement action regarding a violation.
Staff should be equally careful and should notify legal counsel and the Executive
Director when confronted with a possible violation.
6. Notify the Land Trust staff immediately and complete the monitoring report and
photo documentation.
Land Trust staff will review the situation with the monitor and determine what
additional steps need to be taken. This will often include reviewing the file, revisiting the property, and discussing the situation with legal counsel. Each
situation needs to be reviewed and dealt with on an individualized basis.
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Section 4

Field Safety Guidelines
March 2016
Minnesota Land Trust (“Land Trust”) staff and volunteers visit private and public conservation
lands throughout the year. These visits may involve hiking on or off designated roads or trails,
within dense vegetation canopy, through small bodies of water, or in the vicinity of wildlife
and/or livestock.
While the Land Trust cannot anticipate all field situations, these Field Safety Guidelines address
common concerns while working in the field. They are relevant for Land Trust staff and
volunteers visiting potential conservation easement projects, active conservation easement
projects, or land owned by the Land Trust in fee title.
Much of the information below has been adapted from the Land Trust of Napa County’s Field
Health and Safety Manual (2013). Other information was gathered from Minnesota Land Trust
staff experience and the Minnesota Departments of Public Safety, Health, and Natural
Resources.
The Land Trust values staff and volunteer safety above all other considerations. If at any time
you feel unsafe, remove yourself from the situation immediately.
Preventing and Preparing for Field Situations
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Schedule sufficient time to complete the visit without rushing.
Know and accept your physical limits and skills. Don’t exceed them.
Pace your activities to avoid excessive fatigue. Be alert for signs of fatigue while on the
property and driving.
Schedule frequent rests and water breaks during the day.
Plan for the terrain and conditions you will encounter. Be prepared for any special or
unique conditions of the area.
Check the weather forecast. Cancel field visits if lightning or other dangerous weather
such as flooding or hail is predicted. See the tips on Inclement Weather, below.
Dress appropriately. Review the tips on Foot Protection and Body Protection, below.
Know whom to contact in case of emergency. Carry emergency phone numbers (the
landowner, your emergency contact, the Land Trust) with you in your vehicle and while
on foot.
Leave a detailed itinerary with your supervisor (staff) or someone at home (volunteers).
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Common Concerns
Foot Protection 1
Wear hiking boots; they are constructed to protect the toes from falling objects and other impacts
and to protect the sole from nails or sharp objects that could pierce through normal footwear. At
minimum, all staff and volunteers must wear closed-toed shoes while monitoring.
Clothing 2
Blaze orange or other brightly colored clothing is strongly recommended; wear a blaze orange
hat and at least one blaze orange item of clothing above the waist, to increase visibility along
roadsides, property boundaries, and during hunting season. Wear long pants and sleeves if hiking
through dense vegetation or dealing with fences. This will prevent cuts and abrasions to the
body.
Insect Bites
Insect bites and stings can pose both short-term and long-term health issues. Staff and volunteers
should be familiar with the types and seasonal occurrences of nuisance insects such as
mosquitoes and ticks. Long pants and shirts, hats and the use of repellants are recommended. 3
Deer Ticks: 4
Deer ticks, also known as blacklegged ticks, are just one of thirteen known tick species in
Minnesota. They are most common in the east and central areas of the state and are found in
hardwood forests and wooded and brushy areas. Deer ticks are potential carriers of disease.
Primarily risks are from mid-May through mid-July when the smaller nymph stage of the deer
tick is feeding. Risk is present, but lower, in early spring and again in the fall (late SeptemberOctober) when the adult stage of the deer tick is active.
Prevention Tips:
• Check and re-check for ticks, especially mid-May through mid-July and late September
through October.
• When in deer tick habitat, walk in the center of the trail to avoid picking up ticks from
grass and brush.
• Wear some light colored clothing (e.g., pants), in addition to bright colored clothing, so
ticks will be more visible.
• Create a barrier to ticks by tucking pants into socks or boots and tuck long sleeved shirt
into pants.
• After being outdoors in tick habitat, get out of your clothes immediately, do a complete
body check, shower and vigorously towel dry. Wash your clothes immediately as to not
spread any ticks around your living area.

1

Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
3
Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
4
“Deer Ticks.” Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. Online. March 4, 2016. <
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/insects/deerticks/index.html>.
2
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Venomous Snakes
The majority of Minnesota snakes are harmless. Of the 17 snake species in the state, only two are
venomous: the Timber Rattlesnake and the Eastern Massasauga. Both are found only in the
southeastern counties of the state and are rarely encountered. 5 Staff and volunteers should be
informed of and familiar with sites at which they may encounter venomous snakes. Long pants
and leather boots should be worn at all times on protected properties in this region. It is also
recommended that monitors be aware of the closest medical care facility. 6
Allergens
Everyone has different reactions to plant oils (such as poison ivy), insect stings, and other
potential allergens. Be aware of your reaction to potential allergens and take precautions. If you
are allergic to bee stings or have other allergies, bring any medication you would need if you
encounter these allergens. If you are allergic to poison ivy, understand its preferred habitat (areas
of soil and vegetation disturbance and full sun). If exposed to poison ivy, wash exposed body
parts with soap and cold water as soon as possible.
Sun Exposure 7
The incidence of skin cancer due to exposure from the sun’s ultra-violet rays is on the rise. When
outdoors, staff and volunteers should limit their skin’s exposure to the sun by:
• Using sunscreen (SPF 30 or greater), applied liberally, on all exposed skin; and
• Minimizing exposure by wearing long-sleeved shirts, pants, and a hat.
Heat and Cold
When working in extreme heat or extreme cold, staff and volunteers should stay hydrated and
wear suitable clothing. In cold weather, dress warmly and stay dry. Avoid walking on thin ice or
getting wet. 8 Judging whether it is safe to walk on ice is difficult. Many factors may be used to
assess ice safety: appearance, age, thickness, air temperature, snow coverage, water depth, water
body size, water chemistry and currents, distribution of load on the ice, and local climate
conditions. General ice thickness guidelines for new, clear ice say that if the ice is 2” thick or
less, stay off the ice; if the ice is 4” or more thick, it is safe to walk on. 9
Inclement Weather 10
Be aware of impending storms and cancel field visits if lightening or other dangerous weather,
such as flooding or hail, is expected. If you are working in the field when a storm arrives, stop if
you hear thunder. If you hear thunder, lightning is close enough to strike you. Move to a safe

5

“Snakes.” Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. Online. March 4, 2016. <
http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/livingwith_wildlife/snakes/index.html>.
6
Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
7
Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
8
“Cold Weather.” Minnesota Department of Health. Online. March 4, 2016. <
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/emergency/natural/cold/>.
9
“Danger – Thin Ice!” Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. < https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/hsem/weatherawareness-preparedness/Documents/dangerthinice.pdf>.
10
“Storms, Hail, and Lightning.” Minnesota Department of Public Safety. Online. March 4, 2016. <
https://dps.mn.gov/divisions/hsem/weather-awareness-preparedness/Pages/severe-weather-lightning-hailstorms.aspx>.
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location. Staff and volunteers should feel comfortable leaving the safe location when no thunder
or lightening is observed for 30 minutes.
Lightning Safety Tips:
•

•

When you hear thunder, immediately move to a safe location such as a substantial
building with electricity or plumbing or an enclosed, metal-topped vehicle with windows
up.
Stay in safe shelter at least 30 minutes after you hear the last sound of thunder.

Last Resort Outdoor Risk Reduction Tips:
If you are caught outside with no safe shelter anywhere nearby the following actions may reduce
your risk:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Immediately get off elevated areas such as hills, mountain ridges or peaks
Never lie flat on the ground
Never shelter under an isolated tree
Never use a cliff or rocky overhang for shelter
Immediately get out and away from ponds, lakes, and other bodies of water
Stay away from objects that conduct electricity (barbed wire fences, power lines,
windmills, etc.)

Wildlife
When working in the field, the risk of contact with unpredictable and potentially dangerous
wildlife is variable across Minnesota. As a general rule, remain at least twenty-five meters from
any wildlife. 11 It may be a good idea to check in with the landowners of a conservation easement
protected properties to better understand the types of wildlife you may see on the property.
Domestic Animals
Domestic livestock can include cattle, horses, mules, llama, sheep, and goats. Generally, these
animals are not dangerous, however, the Land Trust recommends always maintaining a
respectful distance and stay alert when working around them. Bulls and cows with calves should
be given special consideration due to their often hostile and unpredictable temperament.
Depending on the season, livestock operators may segregate the bulls from the cows in a separate
pasture. Also be aware of any potentially dangerous domestic animals, such as dogs. If the
landowner does not accompany you on the visit to the property, be sure to ask him or her about
any potentially dangerous domestic animals on the property and how best to avoid them.
Fencing
Some fencing is electrically charged to keep livestock controlled. In addition, be aware of any
barbed wire fencing and approach it with caution. If the landowner does not accompany the
monitor on a visit to the property, ask him or her if there are any electric fences and, if so, how to
navigate the property in a safe manner. It may also be helpful to ask the landowner about gates
and how best to open and close them.

11

Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
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Hunting Activity
Hunting is a popular activity in Minnesota; however, being in natural areas during popular
hunting season can pose a risk to monitors. Therefore, during these times of year – especially
September through November – staff and volunteers should wear a blaze orange hat and at least
one blaze orange item of clothing above the waist.
Prior to visiting a property, check with the landowner about any hunting activity. If there are
hunting activities, schedule another time to visit. If the landowner walks with you on the
property and a hunter is on the land without permission, allow the landowner to address the
situation (unless you feel unsafe, in which case leave the property immediately).
If the landowner is not present and a hunter is observed on the protected property, read the
situation. Depending upon the situation, there are different approaches:
1. If you feel safe, identify yourself as with the Minnesota Land Trust and identify the
property owner by name. Introduce yourself and ask the hunter’s name and how he or she
knows the landowner. Do not be confrontational. If you are near a property boundary, be
aware that you may have navigated off of the property. (If on a property owned by the
Land Trust, be aware of the Land Trust’s current policy on hunting on the property and
share that with the hunter.)
2. If you do not feel safe, leave the property immediately. Contact the landowner to check in
about the activity, as he/she may have forgotten about a friend or family member’s plans
to hunt the property or he/she would like to know if there is a trespass issue.
Criminal Activity 12
Illegal methamphetamine labs or marijuana grow sites can be found on remote wild lands in
Minnesota. If you encounter suspicious activity:
• Leave immediately. Do not attempt to investigate or take individual action.
• Make as little noise as possible on retreat.
• Note the area or location and mark it as best as possible.
• Call 911 if you feel that you are in immediate danger and communications allow.
• Depending on the situation and your location, contact the local sheriff or police
department.
• Contact the Minnesota Land Trust at 651-647-9590 or the Monitoring Program Manager
at 651-917-6295.
Navigating in the Field 13
Some Minnesota Land Trust conservation easement or fee land properties are large and/or are
contiguous with large, remote natural areas. Becoming disoriented or lost is a possibility even for
the most experienced. Always carry a map of the property (which are provided in monitoring
workbooks, if the property is an active conservation project) and a compass. If possible, bring a

12
13

Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
Field Health and Safety Manual. May, 2013. Land Trust of Napa County.
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GPS unit or smartphone along as well. Bring water and wear appropriate clothing, in case more
time needs to be spent on the property than was anticipated.
If you become disoriented in the field:
• Stop, sit and rest
• Stay on the established trail, if one exists
• Wait to be found (this is a lot harder than it sounds)
• Do not throw anything away, being lost with your gear is better than being lost without it
• Make noise or use a whistle
• If necessary make camp and/or primitive shelter if it looks like you will be out overnight
• If it is cold: Wrap your entire body, including your head, in extra clothing, blankets, or
newspapers; Stay awake – you will be less vulnerable to cold-related health problems; As
you sit, keep moving your arms and legs to improve your circulation and stay warmer.
Do not eat unmelted snow because it will lower your body temperature. 14
Transportation
Staff and volunteers will need to drive to and from field sites, as well as on the properties. When
traveling to field sites, follow all traffic rules and adjust your plans to account for bad road
conditions. When traveling on site – whether in passenger vehicles, all-terrain vehicles, or other
modes of transportation – use roads and trails that are appropriate for your vehicle. Drive at a
safe speed. On all-terrain vehicles or other off-road vehicles, do not ride with more people than
recommended. 15 If you feel unsafe while traveling as a passenger in a vehicle, share your
concerns with the driver immediately.
Boating
Some properties require boating to access or view them. Always wear a personal flotation device
(PFD). Check the weather and plan accordingly. Understand your boat and the limitations of
your experience and knowledge – and do not exceed them. 16 When paddling, be aware of other
watercraft and remain visible. In areas of high motorboat traffic, stay near the shore, and
approach waves head-on or at a slight angle to avoid capsizing. Scan ahead for hazards like
overhanging trees, rocks, low bridges, or rapids. 17 When transporting canoes and kayaks on your
vehicle, firmly strap them down.
Aggressive People
On occasion staff or volunteers may encounter aggressive individuals in the field. These
individuals may be from the general public, landowners, trespassers, or others. If at any time
you feel unsafe, immediately leave the property and call 911.
If you encounter an aggressive individual:
14

“Cold Weather.” Minnesota Department of Health. Online. March 4, 2016.
http://www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/emergency/natural/cold.
15
“ATV Safety Institute’s Golden Rules.” ATV Safety Institute. March 23, 2016. Online. http://www.atvsafety.org.
16
Minnesota Boating Guide 2016: A Summary of Laws and Rules. Minnesota Department of Natural Resources.
http://files.dnr.state.mn.us/rlp/regulations/boatwater/boatingguide.pdf.
17
“Paddling Safety Tips.” Minnesota Department of Natural Resources. March 23, 2016. Online.
<http://www.dnr.state.mn.us/watertrails/paddling_safety.html>.
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1. If you feel comfortable, identify yourself as with the Minnesota Land Trust and ask the
person to stop the aggressive behavior or activity immediately
2. If you do not feel comfortable, leave the property immediately
3. Call 911 if necessary
o Be prepared to provide the police with a statement including any pertinent details
o In many cases, the individual will have parked a vehicle near the property; record
the license plate, make and model of the vehicle if at all possible
o Try to record the route or location (via GPS or trail markers) for an official report
4. Notify the Land Trust at 651-647-9590 or the Monitoring Program Manager at 651-9176295 and staff should notify their supervisor
Emergencies and Accidents
Emergencies are situations in which quick action is necessary to get help. These may include
needing to locate a lost person, providing emergency medical response, protection from criminal
activity, or other situations. Accidents involve property damage, medical care by a professional,
and/or attendance of law enforcement officer.
In the case of an emergency or accident:
1. Call 911
2. Notify the Minnesota Land Trust at 651-647-9590 or the Monitoring Program Manager at
651-917-6295, who will then:
o Gather more information from the caller about the situation
o Contact emergency contacts as provided in volunteer applications or staff list
Incidents
Incidents may involve property damage, non-emergency medical issues, or near misses. In the
case of an incident:
1. Notify the Minnesota Land Trust at 651-647-9590 or the Monitoring Program Manager at
651-917-6295, who will then:
o Gather more information from the caller about the situation
o Contact emergency contacts as provided in volunteer applications or staff list
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Section 5
________________________________________________________________________
Using ConservationTrack to Monitor
The Minnesota Land Trust has developed a conservation projects database called
ConservationTrack. It holds information and documents related to land protection projects,
including completed easements or land purchases as well as projects in progress.
The database helps staff and volunteer monitors streamline our work. Staff may easily find
information to respond to landowner questions, document activities, and report outcomes to grant
funders and the public. Certified volunteer monitors are able to access information – such as
landowner contact information, baseline documentation reports, and past monitoring reports –
that they need to complete their monitoring visits. They also are be able to submit their
monitoring report forms online.
Certified volunteer monitors need to see certain information and documents related to their
monitoring visits. Other information related to land transactions and legal proceedings are
private and internal, for Land Trust staff eyes only. Each staff person and certified volunteer
monitor will receive a user name and temporary password to log in to the database, along with a
role: either “Staff Contributor” or “Volunteer Contributor.” This role defines the extent of
information a user may view. All users of ConservationTrack are bound by the Land Trust’s
confidentiality policy.
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Using ConservationTrack for the First Time
When you are first provided with a ConservationTrack account, you will be provided with a
username and a temporary password. Before you can use the system normally, you will need to
create a permanent password for yourself.
1. Receive a user name and temporary password from the database administrator.
2. Open your browser. ConservationTrack works with:
Internet Explorer: This browser is available on
Windows only. It is the preferred browser and allows
for a few additional features, but it is not required.
Caveat: if using Internet Explorer, add
ConservationTrack to Compatibility View.
Chrome: This browser is widely available and
ConservationTrack works well with it. It is also
available on Android devices and ChromeOS.
Firefox: This browser is widely available and
ConservationTrack works well with it.
Safari: Safari is only available on Macs and is the
only browser available on iOS devices (iPhone and
iPad). ConservationTrack works well with this
browser.
Phones or tablets: ConservationTrack does work with phones or tablets, although a
desktop computer is recommended. Links can be quite small when
ConservationTrack is shown on those devices. In addition, filling out forms, such as
the monitoring report form, can be erratic. So use a desktop/laptop when you can; use
a phone or tablet when you have no other choice.
3. Use your internet browser to go to http://www.mnland.org/ct
4. You will be automatically forwarded to ConservationTrack’s actual (and harder to
remember) address of https://www.conservationtrack.com/portal/mnland/default.aspx
or the ConservationTrack login screen if you are not yet logged in.
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5. Since this is your first visit, you will not yet be logged in yet. You should be
presented with this login screen:

6. At the bottom of that window, you will see in green text:
PASSWORD CHANGE: If you have received a temporary password or would like to
change your current password, click here.
Follow the instructions, and click the link. You will be taken to the “Manage your
Login” page. Click the link to change your password.
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7. Here, on the Reset Password screen, we will change your temporary password
to one that is unique to you:
•

This page gives instructions as well as a number of rules for your new
password. Choose a new password that:
• Is at least seven characters in length
• Does not contain your username or parts of your full name
• Is not the same as a previous password
• Contains capital letters (ABC), lowercase letters (def), numbers
(123), and symbols (!@#)

•

Enter the username that you have been provided with.

•

The temporary password that you have been provided with should be
entered under the Old Password.

•

Type your new password in the given space. This password must
meet all of the above requirements or the system will reject it.

•

Re-type your new password and continue.

8. You should be returned to the login screen shown in step 5. Enter your
username and your new password and click Log On.
9. Use your browser to go to: www.conservationtrack.com/portal/mnland.
10. Enter your user name and your unique (permanent) password.
You should now be logged in to Conservation Track and have a permanent password. Write
down your new unique (permanent) password in a secure place. Do not share your password.
As a staff person or certified volunteer monitor, you are expected to follow the Land Trust’s
confidentiality policy. Any breach of this policy would result in consequences as serious as
terminating your involvement with the Land Trust.

To log in to ConservationTrack AFTER your first time
After you have created your password, you should be able to log in normally.
1. Go to www.mnland.org/ct.
2. Enter your user name and your unique (permanent) password.

Fix Login Issues with ConservationTrack
If you have trouble logging in to ConservationTrack, there are a number of steps you can take on
your own to try getting access again. The Manage Login page is where to begin this process.
Begin with the following steps for each topic described below:
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1. Go to www.conservationtrack.com/portal/mnland or mnland.org/ct to be
forwarded to the correct page.
2. At the bottom of that window, you will see in green text:
PASSWORD CHANGE: If you have received a temporary password or would
like to change your current password, click here.
Follow the instructions, and click the link. You will be taken to the “Manage
your Login” page.

Forgotten Username
Most usernames for ConservationTrack are in the format of first initial, last name. In that case,
Jane Doe would have the username of jdoe. That rule is not always reliable though, and if you
are unable to login to ConservationTrack, you may have the wrong username.
You can recover your username through an automated process, but you will need to know and
have access to the email address you provided to the Land Trust. If you know that email:
1. Follow the steps above and then select Retrieve forgotten username.
2. Enter your email address and submit.
3. Check your email. You will receive a message at the email address you
specified when your account was originally created telling you what your
username is.
If you do not know what email address this message is going to, or if it is an old email address
that needs to be updated, please contact Ned Phillips (651-647-6291 / nphillips@mnland.org).

Forgotten Password
You can reset passwords through an automated process, but you will need to know and have
access to the email address you provided to the Land Trust. If you know that email:
1. Follow the steps above and then select Retrieve forgotten password.
2. Enter your email address and submit.
3. Check your email. You will receive a message at the email address you
specified when your account was originally created providing a new
temporary password. This email gives detailed step-by-step instructions on
what to do next. Those steps are detailed in the next section, Change Your
Password or you Received a Temporary Password.
If you do not know what email address this message is going to, or if it is an old email address
that needs to be updated, please contact Ned Phillips (651-647-6291 / nphillips@mnland.org).

Change Your Password or you Received a Temporary Password
If you would like to change your password, or if you received a temporary password from the
automated system or from Land Trust staff, the steps are the same.
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1. Follow the steps above and then select Change Password
2. Here, on the Reset Password screen, we will change your temporary password
to one that is unique to you:
•

This page gives instructions as well as a number of rules for your new
password. Choose a new password that:
• Is at least seven characters in length
• Does not contain your username or parts of your full name
• Is not the same as a previous password
• Contains capital letters (ABC), lowercase letters (def), numbers
(123), and symbols (!@#)

•

Enter the username that you have been provided with.

•

For Old Password enter your old password if you know it. If you
received a temporary password from the automated system or from
Land Trust staff, enter it here.

•

Type your new password in the given space. This password must
meet all of the above requirements or the system will reject it.

•

Re-type your new password and continue.

If you are still having trouble accessing ConservationTrack, please contact Ned Phillips (651647-6291 / nphillips@mnland.org).
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ConservationTrack
Once you are logged in, you will be taken to the ConservationTrack home page.

To navigate to your Home page from anywhere in ConservationTrack, click on “Home”
link in the top left-hand corner of your screen, just below the Minnesota Land Trust logo.
On this page, all of the projects are listed among three tabs for each of three regions of
Minnesota. At the top right is a search box which will search for terms associated with each
property.
Down the left are Lists and Libraries. These are different views for the projects listed among the
three tabs. These views are not particularly helpful for volunteers, so please ignore them.
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View Project Information
To find any project in ConservationTrack, first determine what region it is in. Regions are based
upon the project’s county.
Aitkin

Northern

Fillmore

Southern

Martin

Anoka

Central

Freeborn

Southern

McLeod

Central

Becker

Northern

Goodhue

Southern

Meeker

Central

Scott

Central

Beltrami

Northern

Grant

Central

Mille Lacs

Central

Sherburne

Central

Hennepin

Central

Morrison

Central

Sibley

Southern
Northern

Benton

Central

Big Stone

Southern

Houston

Southern

Blue Earth

Southern

Hubbard

Brown

Southern

Isanti

Carlton

Northern

Carver

Central

Southern

Roseau

Northern

Southern

St. Louis

Northern

Murray

Southern

Stearns

Central

Nicollet

Southern

Steele

Itasca

Northern

Nobles

Southern

Stevens

Jackson

Southern

Norman

Northern

Swift

Southern

Southern

Cass

Northern

Kanabec

Central

Olmsted

Southern

Kandiyohi

Central

Otter Tail

Central

Rock

Mower

Chippewa
Chisago

Southern

Todd

Central
Central

Kittson

Northern

Pennington

Northern

Wabasha

Southern

Wadena

Northern
Southern

Koochiching

Northern

Pine

Northern

Clearwater

Northern

Lac Qui Parle

Southern

Pipestone

Southern

Waseca

Cook

Northern

Lake

Northern

Polk

Northern

Washington

Cottonwood

Southern

Lake of the Woods

Northern

Pope

Central

Watonwan

Crow Wing

Northern

Le Sueur

Southern

Ramsey

Central

Wilkin

Lincoln

Southern

Red Lake

Northern

Winona

Lyon

Southern

Redwood

Southern

Wright

Mahnomen

Northern

Renville

Southern

Yellow Medicine

Marshall

Northern

Rice

Southern

Central
Southern

Douglas
Faribault

Central
Southern

Central

Traverse

Northern

Dodge

Southern

Central

Clay

Dakota

Central

Central
Southern
Central
Southern
Central
Southern
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Select the correct tab and then browse down the list to find the appropriate site and tract.

Project Record

Project File

Each project in ConservationTrack has both a Project Record and a Project File. The Project
record has information about the project as well as a running list of stewardship tasks that have
occurred. The Project File is a folder of documents that pertain to that project.
To begin a monitoring report form or view documents related to a property, scroll to the site and
tract name. Instead of clicking on the name, click on the orange logo to the right of the property
name. This will direct you to the property’s “Project File.”

Project Record
The Project Record has basic information about the property. Every Project Record consists of a
screen containing a row of tabs, each containing rows of information about the project.
•

Core Record†: Information on the property such as acreage, shoreline feet, access notes,
etc.
• Project Workspace†† – Management of projects in progress or stewardship activities
• Contacts† – Links to contact information for the owner(s), primary contact, manager,
etc.
• Violations†† – List of resolved and ongoing violations
• Amendments† – List of in progress and completed amendments
• Approvals† (includes interpretations) – List of formal approvals and general
interpretations
• Mgmt Plan(s) † – List of management plan(s) with links to the documents
• Monitoring†† – Staff tracking of monitoring tasks
• Monitoring Report(s)* – Online monitoring report forms
• Monitoring Report(s) (Legacy)* – PDFs of paper monitoring report forms
* Visible to volunteer and staff users, volunteers and staff may contribute
†Visible to volunteer and staff users, only staff may edit
††Visible only to staff users, only staff may edit
Among the list of tabs, volunteers are able to see information about a project’s Core Record,
Contacts, Amendments, Approvals, Management Plans, Monitoring, Monitoring Reports (online
and legacy). Volunteers are not able to make changes on any of these tabs except for Monitoring
Reports where volunteers can create new reports.
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Project File
The project file can be reached for any project by clicking the orange logo to the right of the
property name on the ConservationTrack home page or by clicking the Project File link on via
the link in the Core Record tab of any Project Record.

The Project File has documents related to a property. It can be thought of as being divided into
three sections:
•

On the left is the sidebar. Here you can find a link for Monitoring Documentation. This
includes visits to the property, maps of locations where monitors took photos or where
monitors walked, memos about monitoring visits, and relevant correspondence with the
landowner. A link to Photos of the property is also located at the left-hand side of the
screen.

•

The documents in the white space at the center of the screen are categorized into file
folders.

•

On the right side, there are several common links:
o Begin a new Monitoring Report: Click here to start a new monitoring report for
this property.
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o Past Monitoring Reports: this link will take you to the Monitoring Reports tab of
the Core Record for the project where you will be able to read through past
monitoring reports filed about this property.
o Contacts jumps you to the Contacts tab of the Core Record where you can view
contact information about the property owner.
o Contact Information Sheet generates a view combining the contact information,
plus some visit information about the property that might be useful to have all in
one place when monitoring.

Putting it all Togeher: Your Monitoring Visit
Before the Visit
Before going on the monitoring visit, there are several documents to review.
1. Begin at the Home page.
2. Review the Project Record. To do this, find your assigned property in the list
by clicking on the appropriate region. Then click the name of the property to
go to that property’s Project Record.
3. While in the Project Record, look at the various tabs:
•

Core Record: review any Monitoring Notes, the Property Address, and
Access Notes.

•

Contacts: view the Primary Contact for the property and any other
contacts.

•

Approvals: review past and current issues, Land Trust approvals of
activities, or Land Trust interpretations of the conservation easment.

•

Mgmt Plan(s): review any management plans for the property, to
ascertain what approved land management or agricultural activities may
be occuring on the property.

•

Monitoring Report(s) and Monitoring Report(s) (Legacy): review past
monitoring reports. You may limit your review to the last five years of
reports.

4. Exit the Project Record by clicking the “X” at the top right-hand corner of the
Project Record box. Do not close out of your internet browser (your internet
browser’s “X” is in the extreme right-hand corner of your browser screen).
You are now back at the Home screen.
5. Review the Project File. To do this, find your assigned property in the list by
clicking on the appropriate region. Then click the yellow icon to the right of
the name of the property to go to that property’s Project File.
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6. Review the documents you see in the Project File. Do not edit or delete
documents. Confidential documents will not be visible to volunteers.
Documents to review prior to a monitoring visit include:
7. Contact Information
8. Monitoring Plan
9. Maps of the property
10. Baseline documentation report and any updates
11. Documents giving approval of activities you might see occurring on the
property, such as land management, trail building, construction, etc.
12. Interpretations of the conservation easement, which provide more information
about what the landowner may and may not do on the property
13. Conservation easement and any amendments
14. Review Monitoring Documentation and Photos. Click either the
“Monitoring Documentation” or “Photos” links, which are located long the
left-hand side of your screen. You may also click these links to upload
documentation of your visit.

After the Visit: Your Monitoring Report
Once you have visited the property, it’s time to
complete a monitoring report.
When you are logged in to ConservationTrack,
browse to the project and click to go to the Project
File. Once there, click the big green button on the
right to Begin a new Monitoring Report. You will then be taken to a blank form ready to be filled
out.
1. On the monitoring visit, take notes using the paper monitoring report form. Use the maps
included in the montioring workbook to note where you walked and/or where you took
photographs.
2. When you are ready to complete your online monitoring report form, begin in the Project File.
3. Click the large green button that says “Begin a new Monitoring Report,” located at the upper
right-hand side the Project File screen.
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4. You will be directed to a Conservation
Easement Monitoring Report.
5. The property you were viewing on the
previous screen should already be
entered in the Site/Tract dropdown.
Please select the property you are
monitoring if nothing or the wrong
property is selected here.
6. Complete the monitoring report form as
you would the paper form. Type in
responses and select options from the
drop down menus.
• Key fields highlighted in yellow:
• Be careful when entering
information into the
highlighted boxes of the
form.
• Always enter this
information, as it is
required for your report
form to save correctly.
• Enter information in to these boxes in the order they appear.
• Do not try to edit the information once it is entered.
• Required fields are indicated with a red asterisk* They must be answered for the form to
be submitted.
• Answer all questions. If the answer is No, don’t skip the question, give an answer.
7. Landowner Information Section:
•

In the Landowner Information
section, select the current owner
from the drop-down menu.

•

Click the blue Insert another
contact button to select an
additional contact from the dropdown menu.

•

Their information should appear in the boxes on the right-hand side of the form.

•

If you need to make changes to the contact information given or if you need to add an
additional contact, answer No to The contact info displayed above is correct and enter
any changes in the text box that appears. Be sure to note how the information has
changed and list the new information.
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8. Description of Monitoring Visit Section
• If you are uploading monitoring
documentation and/or
photograph from your
monitoring visit, please check
the appropriate box.
• Click the link that appears to
upload either photos or documentation. Consult the Uploading Photos or Monitoring
Documentation section below.
9. Sign the report. Sign the monitoring report form by clicking “Click to sign.” This uses your
unique user name and password to authenticate it, just as a signature would.
10. Submit the monitoring report form. In order to submit, all fields must be complete. Then, click
“Submit.” If you need to save the monitoring report form to work on later, you may save it
without submitting it by clicking “Save - NO Submit.” Once you submit the monitoring report
form, it is saved on ConservationTrack and the Land Trust is notified.
11. Remember to follow the remaining steps in the monitoring procedure. If desired, send a thank
you card to the landowner. Then return your monitoring workbook(s) to the Land Trust’s St.
Paul office.
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Uploading Photos or Monitoring Documentation
You either have photos or documentation to upload from your monitoring visit.

Are you filing an electronic monitoring form?
1. Start by checking the appropriate box
on your monitoring form as you fill it
out. This step is important because it
alerts Land Trust staff that you have
uploaded this documentation.
2. When you check one of these boxes, a
link will appear to the right that will
open the correct page where you can
upload your documents. Follow the
Instructions below.

You have filed a paper form or are uploading documentation separate from a
monitoring form.
1. Start by browsing to the project file for the project you are
working on.
2. From the Home Screen: Click on the icon to the right of a specific
protected property that will take you to that property’s Project
File (see Page 10).
3. If you are uploading photos, click the Photos link on the left-hand
side of the screen. If you are uploading monitoring
documentation, click the Monitoring Documentation link on the
left-hand side of the screen

Upload Documents
1. Scroll to the very bottom of the
list of files on this page and
there will be a link to Add
Document. Click this.
2. A window will upen titled
“Upload Document”.
3. Click the Browse button to
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navigate to an individual file on your computer, double click it to select it.
4. Then click the “OK” button to upload it.Depending on the size of the file,
there might be a pause after you click ok.
•

The following will only work if you are using Internet Explorer on a
Windows computer:
If you wish to upload more than one file at a time, click “Upload Multiple
Files…”.

•

You may drag and drop multiple files into the blue area in the Upload
Multiple Documets window that opens, or click Browse for files instead
and browse to select multiple files to upload.

5. Once the file is uploaded, a new window will appear giving you the
opportunity to add information to your document(s). Name your document
using the project’s full name, both site and tract.
If uploading multiple files, you may add information to documents after they
have been uploaded by clicking “Library” at the top of the photo library page
and then the “Datasheet” button.
6. Click Save and you’re done.

Upload Photos
1. Scroll to the very bottom of the
list of photos on this page and
there will be a link to Add
Document. Click this.
2. A window will upen titled
“Upload Document”.
3. Click the Browse button to
navigate to an individual file on your computer, double click it to select it.
4. Then click the “OK” button to upload it.Depending on the size of the file,
there might be a pause after you click ok.
•

The following will only work if you are using Internet Explorer on a
Windows computer:
If you wish to upload more than one file at a time, click “Upload Multiple
Files…”.

•

You may drag and drop multiple files into the blue area in the Upload
Multiple Documets window that opens, or click Browse for files instead
and browse to select multiple files to upload.
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5. Once the photo is uploaded, this
screen will appear:
Do not enter information into
the screen right away. Exit this
screen by clicking the “x” at top
right-hand corner of the box or by
clicking “save.” When you do so,
you will see an error message. Do
not worry, your photo has saved
anyway! Exit the error message by
click the “x” at the top right-hand
corner.
6. You will be taken back to the list
of photos. Then view your photos
in the photo library. In the photo
library, you may add information
to one photo at a time by hovering
over the file name, clicking the
arrow to the right of the file name,
clicking “Edit Properties.”
7. Complete all fields in this form. Some tips:
•

Name your photo using the project’s full name, both site and tract. If using
a map to show where you took the photos, add the appropriate number to
each photo’s name.

•

The Date will automatically populate with the date recorded by your
camera. If it is incorrect, edit it to match the date you took the photo.

•

Select “Monitoring” for the Photo Category. If the photo would be good to
use for publicity, select “Publicity” as well. You may select other Photo
Categories if applicable.

•

The Latitude and Longitude will automatically populate if your camera
has geotagging capabilities. Smart phones generally do this. If not, leave
these fields blank unless you used a GPS unit to gather your location.

•

In some cases, you may get an error message when saving photos. This is
usually because ConservationTrack is simultaneously saving your photos’
geographic information and the other information you entered. Exit the
error message and your photo(s) will be uploaded. Then add additional
information to the photos.

8. The following will only work if you are using Internet Explorer on a Windows
computer:
To add information about multiple photos at once, click the “Library” tab and
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then the “Datasheet View” button at the top of the page. Then edit the
information in the datasheet.
9. Click “Save.”
1. Navigate to the “Monitoring Documentation” library of the Project File. There are two ways
to do this.
4. From the Home Screen: Click on the icon to the right of a specific protected property
that will take you to that property’s Project File (see Page 3). Then click the
“Monitoring Documentation” link on the left-hand side of the screen (see Page 5).
5. From the online monitoring report form: Click on the “ConservationTrack” link in the
form (see Page 9).
2. Click “Add document.”

Add document upload

3. Click “Browse…” to navigate to an individual file on your computer, double click it to select
it. Then click the “OK” button to upload it. If you wish to upload more than one file at a
time, click “Upload Multiple Files…”. If uploading multiple files, you may drag and drop
files from your computer to an area on the ConservationTrack screen.
Upload one
file at a time

Upload Multiple Files

“OK” button
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Complete all fields. Click “Save.”
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Appendix A
________________________________________________________________________
Monitoring Plans
Monitoring plans are a key component of the Minnesota Land Trust’s monitoring
program. A monitoring plan that is tailored to the unique features of a property and to the
specific terms of the conservation easement will be created for each conservation
easement held by the Minnesota Land Trust. These plans contribute to the effectiveness
of the monitoring program for each protected property by directing monitors to the most
important features and characteristics of the property to review and by identifying issues
related to that particular property and its landowner in advance of the monitoring visit.
The Minnesota Land Trust would like all monitors to make sure that an accurate
monitoring plan exists for each property they monitor. If, as a monitor, you find an
existing plan to be inadequate, we ask that you please update the monitoring plan with
appropriate information during your visit this year.
Monitoring plans should be brief, simple discussions including tips for effectively
monitoring a property. A monitoring plan should suggest how and when the property
should be monitored. It should also identify areas of particular concern on the property
or areas requiring special attention. The plan might also point out any easement terms of
particular interest for the monitoring visit.
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Apendix A, continued: Sample Monitoring Plan
SITE: Fish Brook
TRACT: Anderson
COUNTY: Lake
PROJECT FILE ID #: 1997-21
Plan developed by: Anne Murphy, Conservation Stewardship Director
Date: November 15, 2009

MONITORING PLAN

ISSUES RELATING TO THE LAND:
•

Don’t worry about monitoring the south boundary on a regular basis because it abuts a
State Forest.

•

Always check the north boundary for potential encroachment as it is adjacent to a county
road and some dumping has been known to occur there. Monitors should make sure that
there is always a Minnesota Land Trust “protected property” sign along the road. This
may help deter people from dumping and/or trespassing.

ISSUES RELATING TO THE EASEMENT:
•

The current landowners farm two small fields in the northwest corner and north-central
portion of the property. As landowners change, note that the easement only allows
agricultural uses in the existing areas.

•

One additional building site is allowed. The location of the site and the size and location
of buildings much be approved by the Land Trust prior to any site designation or
construction.

ISSUES RELATING TO MONITORING:
•

Monitors should always wear boots when visiting this property as there are several
ephemeral ponds and swampy areas.

•

Although the original landowners are very nice, monitors may want to bring a friend with
them when visiting the property as it is quite isolated and difficult to find.

•

The owners allow deer hunting on their property so make sure to monitor the property
before hunting season begins in the fall.
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Appendix B: Online Monitoring Report Form Sample
Home

MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
Protecting the places you treasure…forever.
Contact Administrator

2017 CONSERVATION EASEMENT MONITORING REPORT
Site/Tract:

Camp Kingswood (United Methodist Church) 2011 - 424

Site:

Camp Kingswood

Tract:

United Methodist Church

Project ID#:

2011 - 424

County:

Hennepin

Certified Monitor(s):

Kristina Geiger

Date of Monitoring
Visit:

11/15/2017



At the end of the monitoring visit, please select
one of the following:
I noted nothing of concern
I think there might be a problem

LANDOWNER INFORMATION
Three Rivers Park District
refresh contacts



Three Rivers Park District
Address:
Three Rivers Park District 12615 County Road 9
City

Plymouth

State

MN

Zip Code

55441-1248

Email

asmith2@threeriversparkdistrict.org

Work Phone

763-694-7840

Home Phone
Mobile Phone
Insert another contact

The contact info displayed above is correct:
Yes
No
Please indicate changes to the displayed contact information or enter a new one:
The contact is no longer Angela Smith, John Moriarty is now the natural resources manager and would like to be
contacted. His email is jmoriarty@email.org and his phone number is 612-888-9999.
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Owner contacted prior to visit?

Yes
No
Did the owner (or owner's representative) accompany the
Yes
No
monitor?
Name(s) of person(s) accompanying monitor:
John Moriarty
Has the protected property changed hands since the last
monitoring visit?

Yes
No
Does the landowner have any plans to transfer or sell the
land in the immediate future?
Yes
No
Details:
The park district has no plans to transfer in the future,
they are planning many programs and projects on this
property.

Does the owner have any other plans? (e.g. building,
remodeling, land management projects)

Yes
No
If yes, describe:
The park district would like to build a set of stairs for
nature observation near the tamarack bog in the next
year or so. See photos and monitoring map for proposed
location.

Owner Concerns:
Does the landowner have any questions or concerns?
Please list the questions and any responses given by the
monitor. Land Trust staff will follow up on any questions
that the monitor cannot answer. Do not interpret the
conservation easement.
Does the land owner want additional Minnesota Land Trust
"Protected Forever" signs? (Don't collect any money. Land
Trust staff will arrange to send out the requested signs.)

Yes
None stated
If yes, describe:
See above response related to stairway. John also asked
about the restrictions on vegetation management. I let
him know I'd have MLT follow up.
Yes
No
Please enter the number of signs needed:
Large: 12"x18" ($15 each)
Small: 8"x10" ($10 each)

1

DESCRIPTION OF MONITORING VISIT
Did anyone else accompany the monitor? (e.g. friend,
volunteer in training, other third party)

Yes
No
If yes, name of person(s) and relationship:
My husband Dan Sperling walked with us.

Weather conditions at the time of visit (e.g., heavy rain,
fog, snow):

A bit windy, but nice for November. 50 degrees, no snow
on the ground yet.

Means of travel (e.g., by foot, car, boat, etc.):

Foot and car.

Description of Route Traveled:
Please provide a detailed description of the area you
observed during the visit, including any boundaries, trails,
or roads followed, and any features visited, such as prairie
or wetlands. Indicate on a map of the property, as needed.

Drove along the road on the southeastern boundary of
the property. We walked the dirt road to the building
envelope and around the structures there. We walked
along the trail on the western side of the tamarack bog.
We also went to the northwestern corner and walked
south along the western boundary. John also took us to
look at erosion issue in southern portion.
If needed, you can also upload any relevant monitoring
documentation (e.g. maps) to
ConservationTrack Monitoring Documentation library (link
opens in new tab). If you have relevant photos, upload
them to the Photos library.

I uploaded photos from this monitoring visit


Monitoring Photos

I uploaded monitoring documentation (maps,
correspondence, etc.) from this monitoring visit


Monitoring Documentation
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GENERAL PROPERTY CONDITIONS
Present Land Use:
What are the present land use(s) of the protected
property? Check all that apply and describe.
Residential (including seasonal cabin use)
Agricultural
Forestry (larger-scale timber harvest for
economic benefit)


Recreational

The property is a Three Rivers park, used for skiing in the
winter and hiking in the summer.



Wildlife Habitat

The park district manages the property for wildlife habitat
and works to maintain the water quality to protect the
tamarack bog.



Other

The property is used for school group activities.

Any significant changes in land use on neighboring
properties? If yes, please describe.

Yes
None observed
If yes, please describe:
The neighbor along the northern portion of the western
boundary seems to have expanded his mowing from last
year.

Has the property been altered since the last monitoring
visit? (e.g. fire, flood, windstorm, erosion)

Yes
None observed
Are the alterations human-caused or natural?

Human-Caused

Natural
Please describe the location and extent. Clearly indicate
the location on the Monitoring Map:
The park district has removed invasive species (garlic
mustard, I believe) from the wooded area in the
southwestern corner. Erosion issues were noted near the
southern boundary, due to larger storms and water
runoff from the road this year.

Common Observations:
Please check all that apply and describe below. Clearly
indicate the location of each on the Monitoring Map.
Dumping
Yes
No
New or altered buildings and improvements
Yes
No
Encroachment
Yes

No

Vegetation (removal or plantings)
Yes

No

The neighbor to the northwest may be mowing over the
boundary or really close to it.
Invasive species removal project, as noted above and on
monitoring map.

Excavation
Yes
No
Changes in water courses (ponds, shoreline, etc.)
Yes
Erosion

No

Yes

No

Erosion near the southern boundary from stormwater
runoff from the road.

Off-road vehicle use
Yes

No
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Any additional concerns, on- or off-site, which
may threaten the conservation values
Yes
No
Additional Comments:
Describe overall observations or comments about the
protected property. (Please also describe any difficulties
associated with monitoring the protected land.)

This is a beautiful property that seems to be used by kids
and the community a lot. John appears to be busy getting
to know his new role but is interested in learning more
about the Land Trust. The tamarack bog is a neat feature,
too.

SIGNATURE
Affiliation

Volunteer

Monitor name

Staff

Kristina Geiger

Monitor signature & date

/kgeiger/ 2017-03-21

Monitor phone number

651-470-8169

Monitor email

kristinageiger@yahoo.com

Click to sign

This monitoring report may be digitally executed and electronically submitted. An electronically submitted
monitoring report and the signature shall have the same force and effect and be authenticated for business and legal
purposes as the original monitoring report and/or original signature.
Submit

Save - Submit Later

Exit - NO SAVE/SUBMIT
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Appendix C:
Monitoring Maps and
Photographs: Samples

Appendix C, continued
Camp Kingswood (United Methodist Church) 2011 - 424

Photos

CampKingswood(UMC)2011-1.jpg
Taken by Kristina Geiger 11/15/2011 12:00 AM
Coordinates: ,
Direction of view: Northeast
Forested area in southwestern corner of property; invasive species were removed from this area last year.

CampKingswood(UMC)2011-2.jpg
Taken by Kristina Geiger 11/16/2011 12:00 AM
Coordinates: ,
Direction of view: Northeast
Shoreline of wetland with tamarack bog; landowner is considering installing a stairway for nature observation
in this area.
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CampKingswood(UMC)2011-3.jpg
Taken by Kristina Geiger 11/17/2011 12:00 AM
Coordinates: ,
Direction of view: North
Shoreline of wetland with tamarack bog; landowner is considering installing a stairway for nature observation
in this area.
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MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
STAFF CONTACT INFORMATION
For questions about volunteering, monitoring, or land management and in case of
emergency:
Kristina Geiger, Monitoring and Land Management Program Manager
Office Phone: 651-917-6295
Cell Phone: 651-470-8169
Email: kgeiger@mnland.org
For other stewardship questions or if Kristina is unavailable:
Ann Thies, Conservation Stewardship Director
Office Phone: 651-912-6280
Email: athies@mnland.org
For questions related to the ConservationTrack database:
Ned Phillips, Conservation Associate
Office Phone: 651-917-6291
Email: nphillips@mnland.org
For all other questions or to contact other staff:
Minnesota Land Trust
2356 University Av. W. Suite 240
St. Paul, MN 55114
Main Phone: 651-647-9590 or 1-877-MLT-LAND
Email: mnland@mnland.org
For more information, go to:
www.mnland.org/monitorcentral

MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
VOLUNTEER EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT
Monitors are entitled to reimbursement for postage, mileage, or any other
expenses incurred during a monitoring visit for the Minnesota Land Trust. An expense
reimbursement form is included with the volunteer monitor training guide and with each
monitoring workbook when it is distributed at the beginning of the monitoring season.
When volunteer monitors are able to cover the cost of their monitoring expenses
themselves, the Land Trust will gratefully acknowledge their contributions in our
publications. Monitors may also be able to deduct out-of-pocket monitoring expenses as
a charitable contribution for federal income tax purposes. The value of a volunteer’s
time, however, is not deductible.
Volunteers who would like to be reimbursed for mileage incurred as a result of
their monitoring visits shall be compensated at the IRS rate. Please note that current IRS
regulations allow volunteer monitors to deduct a maximum rate of 14 cents/mile when
donating mileage to a qualified non-profit such as the Minnesota Land Trust.
It is possible to receive a higher federal tax deduction if you submit your
reimbursement request to us using the Volunteer Expense Reimbursement Form. Once
we send you a reimbursement check, sign the reimbursement check back to the
Minnesota Land Trust as a donation. When doing so, please designate the donation as for
the Stewardship Program. This process will allow you to take a deduction on the entire
value of your mileage.
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MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
VOLUNTEER EXPENSE REIMBURSEMENT FORM
Name:

_________________________________________

Date:

_____________________________

Mail check to:

__________________________________________
__________________________________________

Please sign and attach receipts to the back of this form and submit for reimbursement as soon as possible after the expense is incurred. Send
reimbursement requests to Susan McCallum at the Minnesota Land Trust, 2356 University Avenue West, Suite 240, St. Paul, MN 55114.
Date of
expense

Type of expense
(including vendor name)

Property:
Site (Tract)

# Miles
(if appropriate)

Amount
($0.54/mi)

7/08/16

Monitoring an easement property

Gem Lake (Gardner)

45

$22.50

7/31/16

US Post Office – postage to mail four
workbooks back to the Land Trust

-

-

$8.75

Mileage = $0.535/mile as of January 1, 2017 (IRS rate)*

Total: ________________
Signature: _______________________________________

* A note on tax deductions: Current IRS regulations allow volunteer monitors to deduct a maximum rate of $0.14/mile when donating mileage to a qualified non-profit
such as the Minnesota Land Trust. It is possible to receive a higher deduction if you submit your reimbursement request to us and – once we send you a reimbursement
check – sign the reimbursement check back to the Minnesota Land Trust as a donation. When doing so, please designate the donation as for the Stewardship Program.
January 2017

MINNESOTA LAND TRUST
CONFIDENTIALITY POLICY

POLICY STATEMENT:
It is the policy of the Minnesota Land Trust to maintain the confidentiality of sensitive
information and to protect its proprietary data. In particular, employees, volunteers and members
of the Board of Directors are not to discuss or disclose confidential or proprietary information
with anyone within or outside of the organization who is not authorized to receive such
information.

BACKGROUND:
From time to time, Minnesota Land Trust employees, volunteers and board members all
have access to sensitive, and sometimes proprietary, information related to Land Trust activities.
This might include membership and donor information (including giving histories or property
appraisals), the contents of land project files, salaries and other information in personnel files,
financial data, details of negotiations, technical information or strategic and other internal
business plans. This information might be written, in electronic form or received verbally.
The Minnesota Land Trust recognizes the fundamental importance of respecting the
privacy of its employees, volunteers, donors, conservation partners and business associates as
well as the need to keep sensitive and proprietary business information confidential. It has a
legitimate interest in protecting this information from unauthorized disclosure or use. This
policy is intended to remind staff and volunteers of the importance of maintaining the
confidentiality of information they learn through association with the Land Trust.
This policy will replace any previous policies on this topic.

Approved by the Board of Directors: March 14, 2002
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Easement Stewardship: Building
Relationships for the Long Run
Vermont Land Trust

by Leslie Ratley-Beach, Barbara Wagner and Darby Bradley

LAND TRUSTS HAVE
ALWAYS KNOWN that

design created any
long-term stewardship
stewardship is the
problems, it was too
tough part of land conlate to adjust. That
servation. After the
needed to change.
deal is done, the ribNext, we realized
bon cut, and the celethat the entire staff
bration is over, the
needed to think about
marathon begins. We’ve
the stewardship ramifipromised to look after
cations of their work.
the land forever, but
We had been compartthat promise outlives
mentalizing our thinkus. What can we learn
ing about stewardship,
from our experiences
leaving the stewardthat will make stewship problem-solving
Vermont Land Trust Landowner Services Coordinator Preston Bristow
ardship easier for our
to the stewardship
talks
with
Bill
Emmons
on
his
1,017-acre
farm
in
Pomfret.
successors?
staff. In the past, projThe Emmons family donated a conservation easement to VLT in 1991.
In the past, whenever
ect staff advocated for
the Vermont Land Trust (VLT) thought about stewardship, it
the resource and the landowners, the legal staff advocated for
was in one of three different ways: First, as the process of
the integrity of the easement, the stewardship staff advocatadministering the easement once the project has been comed for decreasing stewardship costs and risks, and so on. That
pleted; second, as the work of monitoring and enforcing easeneeded to change.
ments; and third, as education and outreach efforts to comThis led us to our most fundamental realization. Our
municate methods for better land management to owners of
whole thought process about landowners and stewardship
conserved land. However we thought about it, stewardship
was wrong. We had been thinking about stewardship primaseemed an enormous and growing challenge. We realized
rily as enforcement, reinforcing the notion that landowners
that we not only needed to think about stewardship more
are potential violators, when we should be thinking of them
often, but differently.
as partners. That too needed to change. So we deliberately
About six years ago, we began to take steps to integrate
and radically shifted the way we thought about landowners
stewardship thinking more thoroughly into the project develand our relationships to them, recasting the relationship into
opment stage. Until then, stewardship staff took over at the
a partnership. The most significant change is in our assumpend of the project development. If the conservation easetions about the landowner. As partners, we assume that
ment was difficult to monitor or enforce, or the project
landowners know what is best for their land, will do their
6
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best by it, and unless proven otherwise, are acting with
integrity and in good faith with us.
What does this new relationship-based
model look like in practice?
We knew we were good at developing relationships with
the original conserving landowners. A completed project was
the culmination of mutual shared interests. When a conservation easement is signed, it is because mutual understanding, trust, and even friendship have grown between the parties.
In most cases, the land trust and landowner view themselves
not as “cop” and potential violator, but as partners—doing
something important for themselves, the land, and their
community. The question was, how could we maintain that
positive relationship as we got more distant from the closing
and even with new owners after the land changed hands?
While VLT has shifted its stewardship focus to building
and maintaining partnerships with landowners, some of
what we do still looks the same. There are still baseline documentation reports to complete, stewardship endowments to

collect, and a database about our easements to manage. But
the tone, intent, and quality of our interactions and, most
importantly, how we want to be seen, has changed. [See VLT’s
Stewardship Principles, below.]
For example, in place of summer interns, we hired fulltime conservation field assistants to conduct both baseline
documentation and monitoring visits in specific regions of
the state. They take fact sheets on a wide variety of subjects,
including land management, current use (property) taxation,
forestry, agriculture, wetlands, wildlife habitat and farm dump
cleanup. By sending knowledgeable people who can speak
for the organization, we hope to answer most landowners’
questions quickly and personally, with less need for follow-up
by the home office. And by providing more staff continuity,
we hope to build the owners’ confidence in the organization.
Our two-page, quarterly stewardship newsletter is another
means to stay in touch with landowners. We usually include
a section on “Living With Your Conservation Easement,”
which is easy to read and covers some aspect of VLT’s standard easement. The front page usually focuses on a particu-

Vermont Land Trust’s Stewardship Principles
The Vermont Land Trust’s commitment to cultivating relationships with the owners of conserved land has led us to try
to articulate the principles that will guide our interactions. The following is still preliminary. We welcome feedback from
other land trusts.
VLT’s Stewardship program is designed to:
■ serve as a source of valuable information.
■ provide timely, responsive service, particularly as it relates to review and approval of landowner requests.
■ establish good relations with owners of conserved land.
■ ensure that violations do not occur, or if they do, are voluntarily corrected.
Our actions and decisions are guided by the following principles:
■ How we operate is visible. The policies, procedures and guidelines that govern our decisions are written and available.
■ We act in partnership with landowners. Even though providing amendments and approvals is a significant part of our
work, we wish to act as partners in problem-solving and not be seen as just a source of approvals.
■ Issues and problems are resolved through collaboration. Our goal is to maximize landowner choice and control within
the purposes of the easement. We wish to be seen as a source of information and solutions, not just a source of
approvals or enforcement.
■ Our interactions are based on positive assumptions about landowners. First, that their actions are in good faith, and
second, that landowners have the most knowledge of their property. Unless proven otherwise, these assumptions inform all
of our interactions and decisions.
■ We seek solutions that are the simplest available.
■ Our interactions and decisions are proportional to the resource value.
■ Our focus is on the explicit resource values stated in the conservation easement.
■ Landowner needs are met with a minimum of bureaucratic red tape. We understand that, over time, what is
currently understood to be a best management practice will change. As a result, the consistent application of principles must be
balanced with flexibility and individual treatment. Consistency in and of itself is not a goal; instead, precedence only serves as
a starting point.
■ We use our resources and the landowner’s time efficiently.
■ We seek to avoid being seen as an entity to be dealt with or as adversarial in our interactions.
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In Fairfield, one of Vermont’s strongest
farm communities, farmers have used
the sale of conservation easements to
preserve the town’s agricultural heritage, generate capital to reduce debt
and modernize facilities, and make
farms more affordable for the next generation. The easements were purchased
with a combination of state, federal
and private funds, and are usually coheld by the Vermont Land Trust and
State of Vermont.

Map Key
Vermont land Trust
Conservation easements
State wildlife
management area

lar landowner and his or her stewardship. We are careful to
include enough variety to interest a wide range of landowners.
We keep better records of our interactions with landowners, making note of their preferences so we can provide better service. We use information and education to help deepen the relationship. In 2001, we offered landowners a training course on chainsaw safety and tree felling techniques.
The course was very well received and we plan to repeat it
this year.
Finally, we do our best to keep track of the sale of conserved land. Through the contacts made by our field assistants, we learn when conserved land has changed hands. We
review returned mail to keep our database current. We also
ask real estate brokers and attorneys to let us know when
conserved land is sold. Whenever we learn that a conserved
property has changed hands, we no longer just send a
“Welcome to VLT” letter. We try to meet with the new owners
as soon as possible, go through the easement with them, and
encourage them to call us if they have questions. We also let
them know what services we provide.
We try to build confidence by being available and making
an extra effort to be helpful, even if a subject is not strictly
within our legal purview. Each interaction with a landowner
is an opportunity to build a positive relationship.
Uncovering Misconceptions
As VLT increased contacts with landowners, we were surprised to discover how many misconceptions there were
8

about VLT, even among people we assumed knew our organization. Some misunderstandings had the potential of causing serious problems if they remained uncorrected. It would
be easy to assume that a misconception is the result of the
landowner’s ignorance or inattention. Instead, we take it as
evidence that we need to pay more attention to how we nurture our relationships with landowners after a project closes.
Because we have greater presence in the field and solicited
the landowner’s questions, we hope to correct misunderstandings before they become problems.
Sometimes more than just a conversation is required. For
example, one successor owner told a staff member that on
some days he wished his land had never been conserved,
and the more he found out about VLT, the less impressed he
was. Further inquiry revealed that he was having problems
getting permits from the state and town to build an on-farm
slaughterhouse, a use permitted under his easement within
the farmstead envelope. A stewardship field assistant followed up with a site visit and phone calls to research the situation, answer the landowner’s questions, and make suggestions about what could be done. By our third conversation,
the owner said that he appreciated our help.
Another farmer complained that the conservation easement on his land prohibited him from cutting trees. Once we
clarified that it didn’t, we went further. VLT’s forester arranged
a morning in the woods with the landowner, his forester, a
Natural Resources Conservation Service field agent and a
state plant biologist. In the course of this discussion, we learned
Spring 2002
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Roger Haydock of the Windmill Hill Pinnacle Association (WHPA) and
Vermont Land Trust Conservation Field Assistant Donna Foster on
their annual property tour in Westminster. WHPA is working to complete a nature preserve and walking trail along a 27-mile ridge in southern Vermont, in collaboration with Vermont Land Trust and the Vermont
Housing and Conservation Board.

that the landowner’s forester mistakenly believed that the
conservation easement required all logging receipts to be
paid to VLT. With that corrected, the group reached an agreement on what section of the forest could be thinned, what
part could be cleared for agriculture, and what section should
remain untouched because of a rare forest community. VLT
approved the agricultural conversion plan as required by the
easement, the farmer kept the logging revenues, and everybody was delighted with the outcome.
These situations are not unique. When misunderstandings
are allowed to fester, they at the very least make it more difficult to communicate with the landowner. At worst, they can
spread throughout the community. For any land trust to be successful, it must constantly work at building and maintaining each
individual landowner’s trust and confidence in the organization.
Evolving Stewardship
The evolution of VLT’s stewardship program over the past
25 years is probably not much different from what other land
trusts have experienced or soon will. At first, our easement
monitoring practices were informal. We carried most of the
details about conserved properties in our heads, and visited
them when we were in the neighborhood. Meanwhile, new
deals were more pressing…and exciting!
By 1990, we realized that we could no longer keep everything in our heads. So we named a stewardship director, hired a
team of student interns, and, for the first time, monitored all of
our easements in a single summer. To our horror, we discovered
that 25 percent of our easements had some kind of violation.
Most were minor or technical in nature, and were soon corrected. Once we started annual monitoring visits and a semi-annual
stewardship newsletter, that percentage dropped off rapidly.
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For the past decade, VLT has gradually upgraded its stewardship systems, creating a more comprehensive database,
shifting project mapping to a GIS-based system, and instituting
a program of periodic aerial monitoring to complement annual
ground visits. We work to bring stewardship thinking into
project development, encouraging our project field staff to
communicate early with the stewardship staff whenever easement negotiations raise new stewardship issues. We added a
toll-free number for our stewardship office, which brought a
dramatic increase in the number of landowner calls.
Two years ago, we hired a full-time forester, principally
because we had acquired easements on a number of large
tracts of “working forests,” including one with more than
84,000 acres. Once we had a forester on board, we discovered
that many of our smaller woodland owners were also interested in sustainable forestry and needed advice and review
of management plans. In order to devote the time necessary
to build personal relationships with landowners, VLT has
committed additional staff and financial resources to stewardship. With our expansion, we have committed one staff
member to focus full-time on providing and coordinating
landowner services. We will be adding a fourth field assistant
this year, and will need another forester within a year or two.
Our new relationship-based approach will be more costly.
[See ”Calculating the Costs,” page 10.] Our stewardship program budget has increased by 28 percent annually from
roughly $207,000 in FY1999 to $337,000 in FY 2002. (This does
not include general VLT support services, such as accounting,
administration, computer network maintenance, and fundraising, which would add another 30 percent.) The budget will
increase again next year, when we add another field assistant.
Most land trusts won’t need to go to the same extent as
VLT. With 1,000 easements in 215 towns across Vermont, VLT
faces some special challenges. Still, we are convinced that,
regardless of the size of the land trust or the number of
easements held, landowner relationships are the key to longterm success. In the two years since we adopted this “relationship” approach, violations have decreased 59 percent,
while the number of conserved parcels increased 12 percent.
Whatever the additional cost, we believe that this system of
stewardship will be a bargain in the long run by decreasing
easement violations and the risk of legal disputes—and
the job of the stewardship staff will be far more rewarding
and effective.
Hope for the Future
VLT defines partnership as “both parties invested equally
in outcomes that meet both parties’ needs.” Is it naive to
expect a true partnership with conservation landowners? We
know that some landowners will take a non-partnership
stance. Remaining in a partnership stance doesn’t decrease
our preparedness for this event, but it does decrease the likelihood. In other words, the more we act in partnership, the
more partnership response we will receive.
We in the land trust community have set an awesome,
9
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Calculating the Costs

Vermont Land Trust organized an informal meeting to discuss management of the Sunrise at Bear Mountain Condo Association’s 53-acre
forest tract in Killington. VLT holds a conservation easement on the
land. From left to right: the landowner’s forester, Charlie Stabolepszy;
VLT forester Pieter van Loon; Vermont Fish and Wildlife Department
biologist Doug Blodgett; Rich Kolb, a member of the condo association; property manager Steve Malone; and Peter Campbell, a logger.

even humbling task, for our successors and ourselves. The
more successful we are at conserving land today, the bigger
the stewardship challenges will be for those who succeed us.
Still, land trusts offer one of the best hopes that future generations will be able to enjoy some of the blessings of a natural and cultural heritage that have graced our lives. Laying
the groundwork for good stewardship is the best way to
ensure that this hope will be realized. P

Darby Bradley joined Vermont Land Trust as general counsel in
1981 and became its president in 1990. Leslie Ratley-Beach was
project counsel for six years starting in 1994, and became its stewardship director in 2000. Barbara Wagner has been VLT’s vice
president of operations since 1990. As of Dec. 31, 2001, VLT has
helped conserve more than 383,000 acres of land, almost 8 percent of the privately owned land in Vermont.
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VLT’s increased focus on building and maintaining
relationships with the owners of conservation lands has
led the organization to analyze the true long-term cost of
stewardship. Some years ago, we realized that income
from our stewardship endowment only paid for 50 percent of its annual cost. We are currently working on a
major capital campaign to increase this to at least 80 percent. We are also evaluating a new multi-tiered endowment schedule to bring endowments on individual easements more in line with actual costs.
In the past, we used a simple grid that assessed the
number of acres conserved and house sites reserved.
We found that although the grid works well for easement donations, it did not address the complexities of
conserving large farms and forested tracts. We now try
to estimate over a 10-year period the stewardship cost
of reserved rights and special clauses, including public
access, commercial activities, and reserved residential
and subdivision rights, as well as for the normal administration of requests for approvals, amendments, investigation of possible violations, database management,
newsletters and landowner services.
We are also developing a separate grid for each
major type of conservation easement—small parcels
with mixed woods and fields, industrial timberland, commercial farms, and land owned by the state, towns or
other nonprofit organizations. By differentiating types of
easements and specific clauses, we find that the stewardship endowment for a 500-acre easement may range
from $3,000 to $10,000. We have also increased the
endowment for the average farmland easement from
$5,000 to $7,000. All of these figures are based on actual costs analyzed over two years of data collection.
All of VLT’s stewardship endowment is pooled in a
fund held and invested by the Vermont Community
Foundation. Income from the fund supports the stewardship program. VLT has built a separate legal defense
fund to deal with those very few (we hope)
cases requiring litigation. We recognize that some
landowners will be unable or unwilling to endow the full
stewardship costs. Still, it is important for the land trust
to recognize the true cost of stewardship, plan for it, and
raise the necessary resources.
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Tallying Up the Costs of Easements
Minnesota Land Trust

by Jeanne Wright

FROM A PINE-STUDDED
BLUFF OVERLOOKING the

annual costs of managing and
monitoring the conservation
cerulean lake water, I can
easement and, if necessary,
sense the enduring rhythm
defending the easement in
of the land. The rock I
court. While $2,500 per projam standing on is part of
ect helped establish this fund,
the Canadian shield—
the annual return—approximore than 2.5 billion
mately $125—was inadequate
years old. Across the lake
to cover the costs of permanent
is a portage historically
land protection. To help the
used by the Ojibwa and
land trust understand all of
now by avid canoeists. The
the costs required to complete
Minnesota Land Trust
and steward a project, in 2001
accepted a conservation
we added up the costs of each
easement on this 14-acre
step, including initial converpiece of Minnesota north
sations with landowners, negowoods in 2002 and
tiating and completing a conso is guardian of this
servation easement, annual
special landscape.
monitoring visits and potenSince its founding in
tial easement amendments
This 14-acre parcel, protected with a conservation easement
held by Minnesota Land Trust, features boreal forest species,
1991, the Minnesota Land
or violations.
wildlife habitat and a rugged basalt shoreline on the edge
Trust has completed
Using the land trust’s 10
of the Boundary Waters Canoe Area Wilderness Area.
more than 200 projects
years of experience, staff based
protecting nearly 20,000 acres, almost all through donated
estimates on time for the protection and monitoring process,
conservation easements. From the beginning, the board of
including fielding landowner questions and considering amenddirectors recognized the long-term commitment the organiments. We analyzed financial records to determine the actual
zation was making to the property owner, the public and the
costs for activities such as developing property reports, creland every time it accepted a conservation easement. Each
ating GIS maps and conducting aerial flights. To help estimate
new project protects an important scenic or natural area.
potential enforcement costs, we talked to a half dozen other
Each also represents a potential liability.
land trusts and reviewed their policy statements and calculation
In the early years, the board asked each landowner to
worksheets. We also reviewed articles published in Exchange.
donate at least $2,500 per project to a Stewardship and
We established six cost categories, with the first three repEnforcement Fund. The fund was intended to cover the
resenting one-time expenses:
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Minnesota Land Trust holds a conservation easement on this 120-acre
Long Pond Elk Farm in Sherburne County, protecting restored native
prairie, woodlands, wetlands and ponds.

A. Initial project costs: An initial site visit, project planning, landowner negotiations, title evaluation and drafting and recording a conservation easement.
B. Property report: Gathering and compiling information
required for the initial baseline property report.
C. Initial stewardship costs: File review and initial
landowner contact by staff after the conservation easement has been recorded. Landowner recognition gifts
might also be applicable. While the Minnesota Land
Trust does not typically engage in land management, this
category provides a format to factor in any initial land
management costs.
D. Monitoring and ongoing easement management:
Ongoing costs that the land trust incurs to carry out legal
monitoring obligations on each project. Requirements
include annual site visits, file management and a formal
review and update of the baseline property reports every
five to 10 years.
E. Encouraging voluntary compliance and positive
landowner relations:
1. Landowner recognition celebration and an annual
landowner newsletter;
2. Promoting completed projects to the media and holding neighborhood gatherings to recognize landowners
and talk about land trusts and the value of easements;
3. Approving rights reserved by a landowner, such as the
right to construct a building; and
4. Amending a conservation easement. We estimate that
an approval for a landowner’s reserved rights will be
needed every five years and an amendment will be
needed every 10 to 20 years.
F. Enforcement: The Minnesota Land Trust and the land
trust community have had limited experience with judicial enforcement of easements. Land trusts we spoke
with estimate judicial action could cost between $20,000
to $60,000 or more per violation. Predicting the frequency
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of possible violations and the need for judicial enforcement is even more difficult. To establish a fund sufficient
to cover anticipated expenses, $1,000 has been included
in the project cost analysis. Based on a return of 5 percent, this would generate approximately $50 per year for
one project or $5,000 per year for 100 easements. Over
time, a large enough fund should be established to allow
for needed legal defense while still leaving sufficient
funds in a stewardship account to cover ongoing needs.
The following chart breaks down our expenses into the
categories listed above. Although it identifies a range of costs,
the most useful figures are in the “typical” column. These figures do not represent an average of project numbers but are
based on the steps and costs involved in the most common
conservation easement projects completed by the Minnesota
Land Trust.
TOTAL PROJECT COSTS

Low

High

Typical

A. Initial project cost

$1,562

$21,084

$2,900

B. Baseline documentation

$1,194

$2,645

$1,564

$30

$40

$30

$40,036

$12,065

$1,000

$1,000

C. Initial stewardship

D-E. Monitoring/compliance—
initial investment required
$6,843
to cover annual expenses at
5% return
F. Enforcement
Total project costs (A-F)

$1,000
$10,629

$64,805 $ 17,559

The “low” column represents a straightforward project
that, for example, would not have an existing building site or
permit future development.
For the “high” column, we estimated the costs for a complex transaction that could include a survey, appraisal and
any additional landowner visits.
For the ongoing expenses (identified in the chart as D-E
plus F), we identified the initial amount required to create a
reserve or endowment large enough to generate income to
cover the annual costs of these recurring expenses. A typical
project would require an estimated cash donation of $17,500
to cover the costs of accepting a donated easement. While the
analysis shows more complex projects could cost as much as
$64,000, it is unlikely a single project would incur all the
high-end expenses.
The analysis enabled us to begin basing our planning and
financial projections on accurate numbers and to provide
foundations and donors much more information about the
cost of the services provided by the land trust. It also resulted
in a 2002 grant from Minnesota’s Environmental Trust Fund
to help us fund stewardship obligations.
Outcomes
After several discussions, the board reaffirmed its commitment to undertake meritorious but underfunded projects.
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Minnesota Land Trust

Minnesota and demonstrating our commitment to the longterm stewardship of our conservation easements. P
Jeanne Wright joined the Minnesota Land Trust in 1995 as land
protection specialist. Since its founding in 1991, the land trust
has protected nearly 20,000 acres and completed 217 projects,
almost all of them donated conservation easements.

Wilderness Lakes, MN

Thus a landowner’s inability to contribute to the fund does
not necessarily halt the project.
The board further reaffirmed that the land trust generally
will use its operating funds to cover costs associated with initial project development and continue to pool contributions
into the Stewardship and Enforcement Fund with the goal of
creating a fund that is financially able to meet the costs of its
ongoing obligations.
Thus the land trust now asks landowners to consider
donating to the Stewardship and Enforcement Fund at three
times the amount requested before the study was completed.
Most landowners have been receptive to our cost analysis
and willing to give larger donations. The average donation is
$10,000, compared with $2,500 before the analysis.
Two other outcomes resulted from the analysis. First, we
improved our filing system for projects, revised our conservation easement document and completed other steps to
make our systems and procedures for completing conservation projects more efficient. We also formally committed to
completing certain procedural steps, such as title review and
GIS mapping, for every project.
Second, the analysis highlighted the importance of landowner relations and voluntary compliance as cost-effective
methods for minimizing easement infractions. Therefore, the
Minnesota Land Trust is communicating regularly with
landowners and celebrating its successes through special
events and media outreach.
A re-analysis of the figures reaffirmed that most of our
conclusions were accurate and required just minor adjustments. In fact, our long-term cost estimates dropped slightly
because we realized we had been too aggressive in our expectations. Rather than assuming we might have an exercise of
reserved rights once every five years and an amendment
every 10 years, we now estimate the exercise of reserved
rights every 10 years and the amendment every 20 years.
With the information gleaned from the project cost analysis, the Minnesota Land Trust is continuing its commitment
to providing high quality conservation work throughout
Spring 2003

In preparing its land stewardship cost analysis, Minnesota
Land Trust reviewed policy statements and calculation work
sheets from a half-dozen or more land trusts including
Dutchess Land Conservancy (NY), Adirondack Land Trust
(NY) and Columbia Land Trust (WA). Minnesota Land Trust
also reviewed two articles in Exchange: “Growing Pains and
Stewardship Funds: The Northwest Experience,” which
appeared in the Fall 1997 issue, and “Easement Stewardship:
Building Relationships or the Long Run,” which appeared
in the Spring 2002 edition. Past issues of Exchange
can be found on www.LTAnet.org, LTA’s password-protected
Web site. ■
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Minnesota Land Trust
Conservation Easement Stewardship
Working In Partnership with Landowners and the Communities in Which Their Lands Are Located

Conservation easements are forever. With each easement, the Minnesota Land Trust accepts
responsibility to protect that land and its conservation values into the future. Stewardship in the
Minnesota Land Trust is that portion of our program designed to make sure that we do meet our
responsibility for each conservation easement over time.
Components of a Conservation Easement Stewardship Program
There are a number of specific components to the Minnesota Land Trust's conservation easement
stewardship program. These include:







Creating the baseline property report.
Easement administration.
Monitoring.
Landowner relations.
Community relations.
Easement enforcement and defense.

Each component of the program, discussed generally below, plays a critical role in making sure
the Land Trust fulfills its obligations to our landowners and the lands they have placed in our
care.
Voluntary Compliance vs. Legal Enforcement
The primary objective of our stewardship program is to preserve the conservation values of those
lands protected by conservation easements.
Ensuring compliance with the terms of each easement is critical to meeting this objective. The
Minnesota Land Trust is prepared to legally defend and enforce its easements when necessary.
Legal enforcement, however, is a remedy of last resort. Our program is most successful if
compliance is voluntary.
Therefore, we work in partnership with landowners—and the local communities in which our
protected lands are located—to encourage voluntary compliance with the terms of our
conservation easements whenever possible.
(over)

Working in Partnership
The Minnesota Land Trust recognizes that it cannot be successful without working in
cooperation with the many landowners dedicated to protecting their lands through conservation
easements. The Land Trust respects the commitment made by these landowners and is dedicated
to working with them in a respectful and professional manner. In all of our stewardship
activities, we strive to:
 Establish and maintain good relationships with our landowners.
 Establish and maintain good relationships with the communities in
which our easements are located.
 Provide professional, timely responses and service to our landowners.

Recordkeeping
Our commitment to land preservation cannot be met unless we also manage our program to keep
track of the status and condition of the lands protected by our conservation easements.
Therefore, we also:
 Document the condition of lands protected by each easement at the
time the easement is completed by completing a baseline property report.
 Monitor the condition of the property over time.
 Maintain accurate records regarding each conservation easement
accepted by the Land Trust.

Funding
The Minnesota Land Trust has created a dedicated stewardship and enforcement fund to provide
a long-term, ongoing source of income to cover the ongoing, long-term costs associated with
monitoring and managing our portfolio of conservation easements. The fund is also available to
cover extraordinary expenses associated with managing, upholding or defending an easement
should its terms or validity be at risk.
Contributions to the stewardship fund are pooled from a number of sources, including
landowners, and are managed to support all of the overall needs and obligations of the Minnesota
Land Trust.
The Land Trust strives to be as efficient and effective as possible in using these funds to support
our ongoing stewardship activities. Contributions to the fund are always needed.
Contact the Minnesota Land Trust for information on how to support our stewardship work.
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Minnesota Land Trust
Requesting Approvals from the Minnesota Land Trust
Once a conservation easement is completed between the Minnesota Land Trust and a landowner, life on the
property continues as usual. The landowner still owns and uses the land. However, some activities restricted by
the easement may need approval by the Land Trust beforehand so that the conservation values of the land are
not lost or compromised. All Land Trust easements require that a landowner give notice to the Land Trust
before undertaking any activity that might adversely impact the conservation values of the property.
Please read your easement before initiating any changes to your property. If you are unsure about whether you
can proceed with your plans or whether you need Land Trust approval for a certain activity, please call and talk
with us. We can discuss your plans with you and help you determine if they are in accordance with the terms of
your easement. While every conservation easement is different, the following summarizes some of the
provisions frequently found in Land Trust easements.
Activities requiring Land Trust approval
Many conservation easements specify activities that can be undertaken by a landowner with the prior approval
of the Land Trust. Activities that, if allowed, may require prior approval include:







Building new structures or remodeling existing ones.
Locating a building envelope.
Habitat restoration or improvement under an approved plan.
Woodland or forest management under an approved plan.
Activities to accommodate expanding utilities or roads.
Division of the property into separate parcels with separate owners.

This list is not all inclusive. Be sure to check your easement or give the Land Trust
a call.
Content of request
A request should be in writing and include sufficient information to allow the Land Trust to make an informed
decision on whether the proposed activity is consistent with the terms and purposes of the Easement. At a
minimum, this should include:




Location, nature, time frame and scope of the proposed activity.
Proposed use, design and location of any building, structure or improvement.
Potential impact on the Protected Property.

Timing of request
If you do need an approval, please contact the Land Trust as soon as possible so that your plans are not
unnecessarily delayed. The terms of most easements require that requests be made at least 30 days prior to the
date proposed for initiating the activity in question. The Land Trust will then review the proposal and evaluate
whether the activity is consistent with the terms and purposes of the easement.
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Minnesota Land Trust
Transferring Land Protected with a Conservation Easement
Once a conservation easement has been conveyed to the Minnesota Land Trust, it "runs with the
land." That is, the easement is recorded in the local land records and is binding on both the
present and future landowners of the property. The Minnesota Land Trust only accepts perpetual
conservation easements -- its easements last forever, no matter who owns the land.
One of the many advantages of using a conservation easement to protect property is that each
landowner retains the right to transfer or sell the land as the landowner wishes, within the
parameters of the terms set out in the easement. Because the Land Trust has the obligation to
monitor and enforce the easement in perpetuity, it is critical for the Land Trust to have regular
communication with each generation of landowner. Therefore, Land Trust easements do contain
provisions relating to transferring protected land.

Selling or transferring title
Any landowner considering the transfer or sale of
protected property -- even as a gift to a child or other
family member -- should let the Land Trust know of
those plans early in the process. That way, the Land
Trust can work with those involved – realtors,
attorneys, mortgage companies, prospective buyers or
future owners -- to discuss the terms of the conservation
easement. In some instances, it may be useful or
necessary to monitor the property before the transfer is
completed to make sure that there have been no easement violations to date.
Early contact with the Land Trust will help make the transition of ownership go smoothly.

Subdividing land
Minnesota Land Trust conservation easements restrict the division of protected property into
multiple parcels with different owners. Typically, unless an easement contains a specific
provision allowing the land to be divided, the protected property must be conveyed only in its
entirety as a single parcel, regardless of whether it consists of or was acquired as separate parcels
or is treated as separate parcels for property tax or other purposes. Other easements may allow
the division of the property, but the configuration of the parcels may require the approval of the
Land Trust.
Please contact the Land Trust if you are considering conveying only a part of the protected land.
(over)

Condemnation
Occasionally, land protected with a conservation easement may nevertheless be targeted by a
public agency for a public use inconsistent with the terms of the easement. To date, the
Minnesota Land Trust has most typically encountered this situation with regard to land wanted
for roads or highways or similar public works projects.
To acquire the needed land, the public agency may offer to purchase the property or a portion of
it or may suggest or pursue taking the land through condemnation or eminent domain. A simple
purchase would not usually extinguish the terms or restrictions of an easement. A judicial
condemnation proceeding would as a rule be required.
Please contact the Land Trust immediately if you receive notice of any proposed condemnation
or taking of protected property. The Land Trust will want to look into the issues regarding your
specific situation with you as soon as possible.

Notice
The terms of most Minnesota Land Trust easements require the owner to notify the Land Trust of
any conveyance within 15 days after closing and to provide the Trust with the name and address
of the new owner and a copy of the deed transferring title. Please stay in close contact with the
Land Trust during the transfer of ownership.
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